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PREFACE

My name is Dezso Sarkadi, I am a “dissident physicist” living in Hungary. In my book, I
present the results of today’s physics, in my own approach, in a much simpler way. In today’s
physics, I see a reversal of the method of physics research. In Newton's time, the observed
phenomena, such as in astronomy, were born from Kepler's laws, the theory of Newtonian
mechanics. Nowadays, more and more wonderful and complex theories are emerging (which
even many physicists do not understand), and based on these, the research elite is trying to
adapt the experiments to these exotic theories. The complexity of the now favored Standard
Model is increased by a large number of related unknown parameters (assumed physical constants), although at the time of the advent of quantum mechanics in physics, the number of
important physical constants was only four (gravitational constant, speed of light, Planck’s constant, electron mass).
Sophisticated experiments would be needed to validate complex theories, not only in
high-energy ranges. At present, the favored experiments increase the energy of particle accelerators, leading to the formation of ever larger particles of particles, from which the essential
theoretical results are becoming increasingly difficult to find. The relationship of theories containing many unknowns to the description of physical reality with the increase in the number
of unknowns and the uncertainty of their experimental values only increases the distrust of
serious researchers. The history of physics to date has shown that the foundations of successful
theories to date have been based on few physics constants and can be considered truly universal constants. The existence of the success theories with few physical constants reinforces in
man the view that physical theories describing nature must necessarily be simple. Of course,
what can be called a simple theory is not dependent only on the number of physical constants,
it is mostly the subject of subjective judgment.
Personally, I myself strongly believe in the simple description, in the simple theoretical
modeling of nature and physical phenomena. There is a simple human side of it, I would like
to know nature as accurately as possible with as little energy investment as it is possible. Simplicity also quickly increases transparency, and the comprehensive sight of the physical background greatly helps to set up the optimal physical-mathematical model.
The first, really big driving force in my quest for simplicity in physics was the empirical
fact I recognized and named as QPHYSICS, that the basic constants of physics can be written
in SI units as integer powers of the rational number Q = 2 / 9, with more or less accuracy. It
was later revealed that there was a serious physical background behind this recognition. With
the help of QPHYSICS, I managed to achieve my most important result towards the further
development of the unified physical theory of light and matter; specifically, the extension of
the quantized harmonic oscillator (QHO) of the electromagnetic field to create a model of the
quantized material (mass) oscillator (QMO). Based on the quantized mass oscillator model and
Planck's black body radiation theory, the theory of atomic nucleus bond was born, which is
understandably simpler than the Quark-QCD theory of nuclear interaction nowadays.
By chance, I was confronted with a surprisingly strong gravity phenomenon between
moving bodies, which I called dynamic gravity. In the nearly 350-year successful history of
Newtonian gravity, there is a tacit assumption that the force of gravity is the same between
moving bodies as between standing masses. Newton's law of gravitational force contains only
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the masses and distances of interacting bodies, but neither their velocity nor acceleration. According to Einstein's general theory of relativity, gravity has a small velocity dependence,
which is significant only at the value of the speed of moving bodies approximating the speed
of light. Introductory physical textbooks state that static electrical interactions between moving charges are complemented by magnetic interactions, but a similar phenomenon in gravity
is not shown by ordinary experience. The motion of the Moon and the orbitals of planets in
the Solar System can be perfectly described by Newton's laws (a small deviation from Newton's law was observed only in the motion of the Mercury perihelion, which was confirmed
with high accuracy by Einstein's general theory of relativity).
In the early 1990s, in Hungary, I met an amateur astronomer, Laszlo Bodonyi (1919-2001),
who studied the gravity between moving bodies with a large physical pendulum. The experiments showed orders of magnitude greater gravitational effect that could follow from the
weak Newtonian gravity. In the case of periodic excitation by a rotating source mass, the physical pendulum periodically sensed an attractive or repulsive effect; i.e. repulsive effect when
the source mass approached the lower mass of the pendulum and, conversely, an attractive
effect when the source mass was removed. The explanation of the phenomenon and the theory
of the new dynamic gravity has been developed by myself, which is presented in this book.
The first quantum physics model of the atomic nucleus was published by the UkraineRussian physicist George Gamow (1904-1968) in 1928, according to the canonized method of
quantum mechanics that had already been developed by then. The described nucleus model
includes Planck’s constant, the non-commutative momentum and coordinate operators, and
an assumed potential energy function that depended only on the distance of the interacting
nucleons. Gamow gives the related Schrödinger equation, draws important conclusions for
the nuclear physics solution, and in addition, establishes the probability theory of alpha decay
of nuclei. At the same time, the rapid development of nuclear physics created the classical
physical model of the atomic nucleus, the liquid droplet model, which contributed significantly to the practical release of nuclear energy.
Nevertheless, the theoretical misbelief that an exact atomic nucleus theory can only be
based on the canonized rules of quantum mechanics has survived since Gamow's dissertation
to nowadays. Continuing, a quantum mechanical model can only be a multi-body model, the
idea that has long relied on the proton-neutron structure. From the beginning of the appearance of the quark model of nucleons, the requirement of the quantum mechanical description
mode with the special quark potential (“gluon space”) of QCD theory has remained. Despite
all this, the facts show that to date, this physical imagine has not become a generally accepted
theory of nuclear physics. I see the primary reason for this in the coercion of quantum mechanical description. In short, we cannot talk about the theory of nuclear physics even today. An
exact physical theory must have a clear computational procedure for the physical-mathematical description of the accompanying results of a given physical area or phenomenon.
Since the discovery of quantum mechanics, there is a perception among physicists that the
criterion for the exactness of a physical theory if is based solely on the rules of quantum mechanics. The unique physical theory, which is considered to be of paramount importance today, the Standard Model insists on this essential requirement. The canonized rule system of
quantum mechanics is only based on mathematically considering that Planck’s constant is a
minimum value of an important physical quantity (named “physical action”). So, the method
of using quantum mechanics is not a central physical essence, but simply a mathematical tool
to take into account the smallest quantum action in atomic and molecular physics, where its
importance has been proved. It follows that in physical systems in which the consideration of
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the elementary quantum action does not play a particularly important role, the application of
the mathematical method of quantum mechanics is completely unnecessary and does not help
to describe the physical system satisfactorily exactly.
Throughout the history of physics, the method of quantum mechanics has led to amazing
success in atomic and molecular physics. Quantum mechanical description has played a prominent role in the interpretation and development of solid-state physics, semiconductors, superconductors, and last but not least also in the development of different types of lasers. At the
same time, in terms of nuclear physics, the theories usable only in practice have remained at
the level of classical physics: the application of the nuclear liquid droplet model, the use of the
diffusion equation and thermodynamics is sufficient, for example, in the design and operation
of nuclear reactors. For similar reasons, the quantum theory of gravity does not exist either, so
no such theory is included in the Standard Model, which despite is considered now to be the
final physical theory.
In my book, I deal with two important areas of physics, nuclear physics and gravity. In
nuclear physics, I trace the binding of nuclei back to the black body radiation of high-temperature stars (for example supernovae, exploding neutron stars, merging black holes, etc.). In my
nuclear model using Planck's law of temperature radiation, I consider each atomic nucleus to
be an independent radiating particle, an individual "mass oscillator", the radiation frequency
of what is exactly proportional to the square root of its mass. I call the presented model the
quantum theory of the nucleus because it is based on Planck's theory of black body radiation
but at the same time without the application of quantum mechanics formalism.
In the second part of my book, I deal with gravity, which I begin by describing special
gravity experiments. The aim of the experiments was to study the gravity between moving
bodies. As mentioned at the beginning of the introduction, the experiments show that gravitation between moving bodies is orders of magnitude stronger than Newtonian gravity, moreover not only in an attractive but also in a repulsive form, depending on the acceleration directions of the interacting masses. Based on the analysis of gravitational experiments, a formula for the calculation of dynamic gravity was born, which gives the force between artificially moved bodies (by external forces), and in the free masses case corresponds to the original
Newton's law of gravity. The given theory of dynamic gravity seems to be able to interpret,
for example, the anomaly of the radial mass distribution of galaxies, the gain of gravitational
energy from spacecraft from the kinetic energy of planets (repulsion). The demonstration of
gravitational repulsion in our special gravitational experiments may explain the accelerating
expansion of the universe.
The gravitational field created by a rotating body radiates gravitational energy that is proportional to the fourth power of the frequency of the rotating mass, similar to electromagnetic
radiation. Of course, this radiated gravitational energy (wave) is not the same as that in Einstein's general theory of relativity.
A separate chapter deals with the Titius-Bode rule, which has long been known in astronomy, which I prove to be due to the general quantum property of the matter, so it is more
correct to speak of the Titius-Bode law. We can consider the Titius-Bode law as the quantum
theory of gravity, which, although it lacks the formalism of quantum mechanics, its realization
in the world of macroscopic bodies has only tendency nature. The quantum gravitational universality of Titius-Bode's law is reflected in the moons of the planets in the Solar System, as
well as in the newly discovered distant “exoplanets”.
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The last chapter of the book summarizes experiments that assume a relationship between
gravity and electromagnetism (these are mostly "antigravity" attempts using electromagnetic
manipulations). In addition, the book deals with the gravitational effect of light with a unique
experiment. The deflection of light in gravitational space and the gravitational redshift of light
are well known from Einstein's general theory of relativity. However, no experiments have
been known to investigate the gravitational effect of light. In the present work, there is a report
on a gravitational experiment in Hungary, in which a mathematical pendulum placed in a
closed box was excited by modulated light strength of an incandescent lamp.
Finally, I would like to ask the readers of my book, if they have any comments about my
book, please contact me at the e-mail address provided

Dezso Sarkadi
April 2022.
Hungary
E-mail: dsarkadi@gmail.com
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I. THE GOLDEN SECTION IN PHYSICS
1.1. Introduction
The mathematical concept of the “golden ratio” first appeared in the works of Pythagoras
and Euclid, and its study was fashionable in the Middle Ages as well, but it played an important role not only in mathematics but also in the arts (painting, sculpture, architecture, etc.).

The golden section, following the figure above, corresponds to the next section ratio

a+b a
1+ 5
= ==
= 1.618...
a
b
2

(1.1.1)

Ф is a dimensionless number, this is the golden ratio.
A notable dimensionless number is well known in physics as the “alpha” fine structure
constant, which is a good approximation of the reciprocal of the prime number 137. Many
physically dimensionless numbers can be formed, for example, by the mass ratios of the particles (the quotients of the masses of protons, neutrons, electrons, mesons, etc.), which are essentially universal constants in physics. Additional universal constants can be formed, for example, from the ratios between the fundamental and excited electron velocities of the hydrogen atom and the speed of light (these can be calculated just by knowing the fine-structural
constant of alpha). Nevertheless, the focus of physical interest seems to be mainly on the finestructure constant (which is the so-called coupling constant of the electromagnetic interaction),
obviously primarily because of its basic physical significance, but also partly because of its
mystique associated with prime number 137. Sir Arthur Eddington [1], the famous English
physicist, argued that the exact value of the fine-structure constant is exactly equal to the rational number 1 / 137, but this was later clearly refuted by measurements. This topic has remained evergreen ever since, both measurements and calculations led to increasingly accurate
results, the value of alpha reciprocal (in 2012)

1/  = 137.035999084(51).

(1.1.2)

Is the number ratio of 1 : 137 the only outstanding “gold intersection” in physics, or is
there a more fundamental number ratio in physics? During many years of contemplation, the
author of the present book has found a dimensionless number that is equal to about 2 / 9,
which can probably be of similar interest in physics as the known 1 / 137 ratio. The calculations, which were partly for determination of their Q-form of the physical constants (next paragraph), as well as partly for various new physical models, led to different values of Q close
to the rational number 2 / 9. Finally, the “nominal value” of Q was chosen exactly with value
Q0 = 2 / 9
Q = Q0  2 / 9 = 0.222222...
(1.1.3)
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In the 90s, the author of the present work realized that with the integer powers of this
number, many dimensionless physical constants can be expressed with greater or lesser accuracy, including the fine-structure constant! Very interesting is the fact that the most important
dimensioned physical constants in the SI unit system can also be expressed by integer powers
of the number Q. This may just be a big coincidence, but it could be behind even a more serious
physical background.
The motivation of the research on the number Q is in connection with the well-known fact
that many phenomena in nature, and within them in physics, can be described by exponential
functions and, by their inverse, the logarithm functions. In biology, the logarithmic spiral of
snail is prominent, but we can mention the law of multiplication of microorganisms or the
logarithmic sensitivity of hearing. In physics, the exponential property of the temporal law of
radioactivity is usually emphasized, but the exponential law of the Boltzmann distribution in
the kinetic theory of gases is also of paramount importance. The present dissertation contains
the recognition that in the SI unit system there are exponentially quantized correlations between the most important dimensionless and dimensioned physical constants.
The integer exponential quantization (geometric series quantization) experienced for the
physical constants was briefly called “QPHYSICS”. The physical constants of any physical unit
system can be expressed in an SI unit system with a constant multiplier, therefore QPHYSICS
is valid in any physical unit system supplemented with corresponding constant multipliers.

1.2. QPHYSICS of dimensionless physical constants
In SI system, the expression of the important physical dimensionless constants with integer powers of Q are the next

Table 1.2.1.: QPHYSICS of dimensionless constants
The other two interesting examples of dimensionless QPHYSICS
1.) The “weak mixing angle” of the electroweak interaction [2]
sin 2 W = 1 −

M W2
= 0.22290  0.0003  Q  2 / 9,
M Z2

(1.2.1)

where the bosons’ s masses: MW is the mass of charged and MZ is the mass of neutral
Weinberg boson.
2.) Relationship between pi-meson masses and electron mass [3]
2me
m( ) − m( 0 )


 Q  Q = 0.222485...

(1.2.2)

where m( ) is the charged pion mass, m( 0 ) is the neutral pion mass and me is the
electron mass.
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1.3. QPHYSICS of dimensioned physical constants
Surprisingly, the most important dimensional physical constants in the SI system can also be
expressed by integer powers of the number Q

Table 1.3.1.: QPHYSICS of dimensioned physical constants
From the QPHYSICS forms of the SI physical constants we get interesting correlations
{brackets indicate numeric values of the physical constant in the SI system}
Relationship between Planck constant and the speed of light

 c  = 0.851841  1.
4

(1.3.1)

Relationship between Planck’s constant and the gravitational constant

  = Gm m  ;
G (calc) =  / m m   6.4817221... 10
2

e

2

e





-11

SI ;

(1.3.2)

SI .

(1.3.3)

G (CODATA) = 6.674 08 10 SI .
-11

Relationship between Planck’s constant and the mass of the electron

= me r 2 = Q52  SI = Q 46 

me

Q 
6

r 2

Gravitational constant in the Kepler’s Third Law

r  = Q ,   = Q
3

N

2

G / 2 = Q16 = r 3 2 SI;
M

, N + M = 16, ( N , M = 0,  1/ 2,  1,  3 / 2,...).

The braces bracket signals the numerical value of the physical quantity.
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1.4. About the physical background of QPHYSICS
The fact that the numerical values of basic dimensionless and dimensional physical constants in SI unit system can be written with integers or semi-integers power of Q = 2 / 9, in
good approximations, assumes an objective physical background of it. Unfortunately, to date,
there is no comprehensive physical explanation for these empirical facts. The next line of
thought is not considered proof, but this is where the following recognition makes us think. In
every physicist, the question arises as to whether there is a universal law of the physical interaction. The formal similarity of both gravitational force and electrostatic force and their successful applicability leads to the idea that probably all physical interactions are based on a
simple math product of the amounts of the interacting parts. Generally speaking, it can be
assumed that a particle can be decomposed into N equal massive sub-particles, and for a short
time one of the sub-particles interacts with the remaining N - 1 sub-particles. Let the mass of
the particle be a unit, then the simplest assumption is that the interaction energy within the
particle is proportional
Ec 


1
1
 1 −  , ( N = 3, 4, 5,...).
N
N


(1.4.1)

The interaction energy can be proportional to the following products
1 2 2
1 3 3
1 4 4
 = = Q,
 = ,
 =
, ...
3 3 9
4 4 16 5 5 25

(1.4.2)

Obviously, the strongest bond can be realized at the first mass ratio of 1 : 2, which highlights the importance of the Q number. The same result was supported by the initial (naive)
quark model, according to which nucleons (neutrons and protons) can have three quarks inbound states. It is striking that we did not take into account the 1 : 1 mass ratio that provides
the strongest bond. This is due to an important empirical statement
No attractive physical interaction or bound state can be realized between two
physical objects (particles) that are the same in all their physical parameters.
For mesons, the mass-ratio of 1 : 1 formally exists because the mesons are assumed to be bound
states of two quarks. But this does not contradict the general theorem for equal masses, since
in the case of mesons, the bond of quark-antiquark combination pairs is assumed, which subparticles cannot be considered physically identical [3].
It is important to highlight some empirical facts that support a weak or disappearing interaction between the same particles
• The masses of protons and neutrons differ only slightly in relative terms, and their nuclear bond, the deuteron nucleus, shows a markedly weak bond.
• The beryllium Be-8 atom contains 4 protons and 4 neutrons with a very short lifetime
(8.19E-17 s), decomposes into two alpha particles (2 x He-4), so Be-8 is two identical bound
state of alpha particle [4]. The rapid decay shows that the nuclear bond between the two alpha
particles is virtually zero.
A prominent example is the mass distribution of the fission products of the nuclear fuel,
U-235 uranium [5]
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Figure 1.4.1.: Distribution of U-235 fission product
as a function of mass number
The strength of the interaction between the fission products

x  x
 1−
 max!
A  A 

(1.4.3)

For a maximum mass of A = 235, x is A / 2 = 117.5. Accordingly, the weight numbers of
the lower fission products are less than 117.5, while the weight numbers of the higher fission
products are greater than 117.5.
The disappearance of the interaction of equal masses contradicts the existence of symmetric double stars. Dissolving this contradiction is simple, double stars of equal mass have a
prehistory, they are formed by the rupture of a larger mass of rapidly rotating stars under the
influence of centrifugal force. The binding energy of a symmetric binary star is thus inherited
from the binding energy of the proto-star.
The explored dimensionless Q number and its integer powers play important role in the
book. The significance of the Q number is evident in the author's newly found theory of the
“FORMATION OF ATOMS” CHAPTER III. The synthesis of the atoms of the entire periodic
table takes place in high-temperature stars, for example, in supernovae.
In this nuclear model, CHAPTER IV, each atom forms a black body oscillator, the radiation spectrum of the atomic oscillators being determined by the fitting parameter Q in addition
to the mass of the free neutron.
CHAPTER II. contains a study of special significance about the general structure of the
physical mass. An important part of the study is the calculation model of lepton masses, in
which the Q number also appears.
CHAPTER V. deals with the gravity of artificially moving bodies (dynamic gravity). The
studied source of dynamic gravity, the rotating mass has a strong gravitational effect that is
proportional to the acceleration of the rotating mass and to a definite integer power of Q number.
Finally, important to mention the mysterious Titius-Bode rule [4] observed within the Solar System, namely related to the orbits of the planets and their moons. It turned out that the
orbital radii can be described by approximate geometric series, with emphasis on the Q = 2 / 9
basis. The author of the book is convinced that the Titius-Bode rule is in fact an important law
of nature, the law of quantum gravity CHAPTER VI.
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II. THE STRUCTURE OF THE PHYSICAL MASS

2.1. Introduction
In physics, mass is a basic physical concept. According to Einstein's theorem of massenergy equivalence, the concepts of mass and energy are considered to be the same. Mass is a
measure of inertia; the concept of mass is exact mathematical definition in Newton's dynamic
equation

F = ma ,

(2.1.1)

where F is the vector of the force acting on the body and a is the acceleration vector of the
body. The role of the mass concept is to express the proportionality of these two vectors. In
practice, mass is measured with scales, this is in most cases a comparative weight measurement, but spring weight measurement is also appropriate. Earth gravity is absolutely necessary for such mass measurement, the accuracy of which is partly determined by the height
(depth) and the geographical width range. The other option is to rotate the body in a circle
with a cord and measure the centripetal force with a spring gauge. This form of mass measurement is understandably not widespread in everyday practice. So, you can choose the concept of mass in two: there is a mass measured by gravity, this is the heavy mass, or there is a
mass measured by rotation, this is called the inertial mass. In this general theory of relativity,
Einstein, instinctively, did not distinguish between the two kinds of masses, but later acknowledged Hungarian physicist; baron Eötvös's experimental work, which proved the identity, or
more precisely, the proportionality of the two kinds of masses.
The centripetal force acting on a point mass rotated on a circle of radius r can be derived
from Newton's dynamic equation, the magnitude of the force

F = mr2   = 2 / T ,

(2.1.2)

where T is the circulation period. The formula is a product of three independent factors, based
on which the mass measurement can be traced back to distance measurement and/or circular
frequency measurement. The formula for centripetal force allows the three independent concepts to be treated as physical synonyms. This means that mass can be expressed in terms of
length and frequency. But in the same way, the length can be given in mass or frequency, and
finally, the frequency can be expressed in length or mass.
We focus on the correspondence between mass, frequency and length. According to Einstein's principle of mass-energy equivalence, energy (mass) is also expressed as a frequency
square (SI)
(2.1.3)
E (m) = mc 2 = mr 2 2 ; r 2 = 1, 2 = 02 = c 2  ; E ( M ) = m02  Hz 2 ,
and the same is true for length (SI)
E (m) = mc 2 = mr 2 2 ;



2

= 1, r 2 = r02 = c 2  ; E ( m) = mr02  m 2 .
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2.2. Mass structure
We assume that a two-dimensional vector can be assigned to the mass (mass particle), this
is the frequency-vector of the particle

m  ω = ( x ,  y )  m = ω 2 = 2x + 2y .

(2.2.1)

The basic assumption is that every existing (stable or unstable) particle is a bound state of two
particles

ma + mb  mc = ( ω a + ωb ) .
2

(2.2.2)

For two-dimensional Euclidean mass vectors, the resulting mass

mc = ωc2 = ω a2 + ωb2 + 2ω a ωb = ma + mb + Ec .

(2.2.3)

The following mass structure can be written for the mass of each particle

m = ω 2 = ω 2r + ω c2 = mr + mc ,

(2.2.4)

where the constant “residual mass” is

mr = ω r2 = ω a2 + ωb2 .

(2.2.5)

The variable part is the “coupling mass”

mc = ωc2 = 2ω a ωb = Ec ,

(2.2.6)

which also corresponds to the “coupling energy” of the particle which can be positive, negative, or zero. If the coupling energy is zero, it means there is no interaction between the constituent parts (for example two photons without interaction). It follows that photons are particles that have no internal interaction. In other words, photons cannot be assigned a frequency
vector, the energy of a photon is scalar. The energy (mass) of a photon is therefore

m( photon) = 2 ( photon) = ph = E ph ,

(2.2.7)

from which it follows that Planck’s constant necessarily has a frequency dimension. The frequency ω assigned to particles is called the mass frequency, the frequency  ph assigned to the
photons is the light frequency.

2.3. The origin of Planck’s constant
The change in mass (energy) of any particle is expressed by the Bohr frequency condition

m = E = ,

(2.3.1)

where ω is the frequency of the emitted or absorbed light (photon) and
is the Planck’s constant. With the notion of mass frequency, Bohr's frequency condition can be interpreted as
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follows. Let a particle be in the excited state (the excitation spectrum of the bound particles is
discrete). Photon emission is examined to have two adjacent excited states of the particle

m(n + 1) = 2r + c2 (n + 1);

(2.3.2)

m(n) = ω2r + ωc2 (n), (n = 0, 1, 2,...).
The energy of the emitted photon during emission

E = m(n + 1) − m(n) = c2 (n + 1) − c2 (n) =
c (n) + c (n + 1)
=
2
=  c (n, n + 1), (n = 0, 1, 2,...).

= 2  c (n + 1) − c (n)  

(2.3.3)

A similar equation can be written for photon absorption. The Planck’s constant, according to
the derivation, is also a frequency, namely the lower limit of the frequency. The half of the
Planck’s constant is the smallest frequency in nature

inf  = / 2 = c (n + 1) − c (n).

(2.3.4)

The lower limit of energy (mass) in nature, accordingly

inf E =

2

(2.3.5)

/ 4 Hz 2 .

The coupling energy of bound state particles is the sum of discrete energies, forming a convergent infinite series


Ec = c2 =  c2 (n + 1) − c2 (n)  =
n =0

=




n =0

ph

(2.3.6)

(n, n + 1)  , (n = 0, 1, 2,...),

where

 ph (n, n + 1) =

c (n) + c (n + 1)
.
2

(2.3.7)

Similarly, the smallest circulating radius in nature

inf r = / 2 =  rc (n + 1) − rc (n).

(2.3.8)

The lower limit of energy (mass) in nature, accordingly

inf E =

2

/ 4 meter 2

(2.3.9)

From this we can state that the smallest particle diameter in nature

D = meter.

(2.3.10)

According to the above, the lowest speed in nature is equal to the lower limit of energy
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inf v = inf r  inf  =

2

/ 4.

(2.3.11)

The simplest particle structure is the quantized harmonic oscillator (QHO)

2 (n) =  c2 (n, n + 1) = (n + 1/ 2)  ph , (n = 0, 1, 2, ...).

(2.3.12)

n

2.4. Empirics of lepton masses
The spectacular occurrence of lepton particles is initially called it was a phenomenon of
beta decay in nuclear physics. The development of cosmic radiation and the development of
particle accelerators played an important role in the development of elementary particle research. From the very beginning, the beta decay of atomic nuclei was intensively studied, in
the process of which electrons and positrons are released accompanied by neutrino radiation.
Today's modern theory of beta decay [1] is based on the unified interaction theory of the electroweak, in which Weinberg's mediating mesons play a central role. According to the theory,
the beta decay of a neutron, during which the neutron is transformed into a proton by electron
and antineutrino radiation, is a process that can be characterized in the first approximation by
a Feynman diagram. In the process, the negative charge is mediated by the negative Weinberg
meson from one of the quarks of the neutron

Figure 2.4.1.: Feynman diagram of neutron beta decay.
One particle family of elementary parts is the leptons [2]. Three lepton particles are
known; electron, muon, and tau particle, their similar physical behavior connects them into a
common family. Leptons are half-spin, charged particles, each of which has an antiparticle
with the same mass and opposite charge.
The antiparticle of the electron is the known positron. For the lepton masses, the Japanese
physicist Y. Koide [3] found an interesting empirical formula in 1981

(

me + m + m
me + m + m

)

2

= 0.666661  2 ,
3

(2.4.1)

where me is the electron mass, m is the muon mass and m is the tau particle mass.
Introducing the concept of mass frequency, the formula for Koide lepton for masses has a suggestive impression
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e2 + 2 + 2

(e +  +  )

2

= 0.666661  2 .
3

(2.4.2)

The geometric interpretation of the Koide mass formula is illustrated in drawing Figure
2.4.2. (each mass is a square). The area of the small squares within the large square corresponds
to the lepton mass values. Mass frequencies that can be assigned to the lepton masses are thus
the side values of these squares. The total area of the squares of the particle masses is exactly
2 / 3 of the area of the large square having an area unit. This is thus an illustrative geometric
meaning of Koide formula, which also refers to the role of lepton mass frequencies. The side
length of the square corresponds to the sum of the mass frequencies.

Figure 2.4.2.: Geometric interpretation of Koide mass formula [3].
The equivalent of Koide's formula was given by G. Rosen [4], using the above geometric
interpretation of the mass formula. He fitted the following formula to the lepton masses

)

(

2

mk = m0 1 + 2cos k ; k = 2k / 3 + Q, (k = 1, 2, 3).

(2.4.3)

The formula returns the mass of the electron at k = 1, the muon at k = 2, and the tau lepton at k
= 3 with relatively high accuracy. The Rosen’s formula has been checked; the result of the
calculation is as follows

m0 = 313.847662... MeV , Q = 2 / 9 = 0.2222....

(2.4.4)

(In relation to dimensionless constant Q is information in CHAPTER I.)
The relative standard deviation

=

1
2

3

( mk )

k =1

2

= 3.163 10−5.

Comparison of the calculation and the experiment
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Calculated

Measured

me = 0.510997474... MeV / c 2 ,
m = 105.6551956... MeV / c 2 ,

me = 0.510998946 ( 3) MeV / c 2 ;
m = 105.6583745 ( 24 ) MeV / c 2 ;

m = 1776.919783... MeV / c 2 ,

m = 1776.86 (12 ) MeV / c 2.

(2.4.6)

The simplicity and accuracy of Rosen's formula is remarkable, which presupposes an important physical background. The value of the fitted mass m0 is approximately three times the
mass of the muon particle [2], i.e. 105.66 MeV/c2. According to Figure 2.4.2., a square or plane
with a corresponding area can be assigned to each lepton particle of mass.
The area of the circle of Figure 2.4.3. corresponds to the mass of three muons in a good
approximation. Three times the fitted mass of Rosen result 941.5 MeV/c2, which is only 2
MeV/c2 larger than the 939.5 MeV/c2 mass of the neutron.

Figure 2.4.3.: Area of the circular plate the mass m0 of Rosen’s model.

Figure 2.4.4.: Area of this plane shape almost equal to the mass
of the neutron; the three identical naive muon-quarks.
The area of the plane that can be assigned to the neutron is almost equal to the area of the
neutron (Figure 2.4.4.). This result is reminiscent of the naive quark model of nucleons, according to which the bound state of three quark particles of equal size is considered to be
nucleons. Accordingly, the mass found and fitted by Rosen, which corresponds to a mass of
approximately three muons, can also be considered a quark mass in the naive quark theory
frame.

2.5. The structure of lepton masses
From Rosen’s formula, we can construct a mass right triangle as given in Figure 2.5.1. The
sides of a right triangle are proportional to the square roots of the interacting masses. Rosen’s
lepton mass formula creates a relationship between the masses of three particles
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Mc,k = Ma,k + Mb,k , (k = 1, 2, 3),

(2.5.1)

where M a,k denote masses of the three leptons.
The mass frequency squares form the equation

c2,k = a2,k + b2,k , (k = 1, 2, 3),

(2.5.2)

which defines the right triangle as it is shown in Figure 2.5.1. In Rosen's mass formula, leptons
belong to one of the holders of the mass triangle. The other two sides of the mass triangle are
remarkable, corresponding to the bound states of the three muon masses, and the bound states
of two muon masses are elements of a meson particle.

Figure 2.5.1.: Resolution of the Rosen’s lepton mass formula,
the three mass frequency vectors form a right triangle.
The masses Mc,k belong to the three possible states of the neutron

)

(

M c,k = m0 c12 + c22 − 2c1c2 cos  k , (k = 1, 2, 3),

(2.5.3)

c12 = 1, c22 = 2, − 2c1c2 cos  k = 2c1c2 cos k .

The first two terms correspond to the rest mass of three muon-quarks, while the third term is
the coupling energy. The masses M b,k corresponding to the states of the Weinberg meson,
which are the bound states of two muon-quarks

)

(

M b,k = m0 b12 + b22 − 2b1b2 cosk , (k = 1, 2, 3),

(2.5.4)

b1 = 1, b2 = 1, − 2b1b2 cos k = −2cos2 k .
The masses M a,k correspond to the lepton masses

(

(

)

2

(

)

M a,k = m0 1 + 2 cos k = m0 1 + 2 2 cos k + 2cos2 k =

)

= m0 a12 + a22 − 2a1a2 cos k ; a1 = 1, a2 = − 2 cos k , k = k ; (k = 1, 2, 3).
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In this way, we have reached today's state-of-the-art interaction theory, the electro-weak
interaction [1]. This theory places the electromagnetic and weak interaction theories previously considered independent on a common basis at the level of elementary particles. The
theory plays an extremely important role in Weinberg's mediating meson particles (W±
charged and Z0 neutral), the existence of which was detected and determined in the 1980s by
high-performance particle accelerators. A summary of the weak interaction theory can be
found in [5].

2.6. Quantum theory of leptons
The Rosen lepton mass expression is in frequency form

(

)

2

mk  k2 = 02 1 + 2 cos k ; (02 = m0 , k = 1, 2, 3),

(2.6.1)

2k = 02 + 2 202 cos k + 202 cos2 k , (k = 1, 2, 3).

(2.6.2)

what is equal

This equation can be written into quantum mechanical equation

( pˆ  + k  )( pˆ  + k  ) = k2   mk ; (k = 1, 2, 3).

(2.6.3)

Leptons are half-spin fermions, so the Dirac equation [6] applies to them. The principle of the
two-particle interaction is implemented by the above generalization of the Dirac equation.
In the equation p̂ is the four-vector momentum operator,  is the bi-spinor wave function.
The variables  k are simple scalars

k = 20 cos k , (k = 1, 2, 3).

(2.6.3)

The matrices   are defined with the Dirac matrices [7]

 =

1
    = I.
2

(2.6.4)

The usual forms of Dirac matrices can be found in Annex B.
The generalized Dirac equation must be valid for all three leptons; the electron at k = 1, the
muon at k = 2, and the tau lepton at k = 3. We get the solutions of the above Dirac equations

pˆ  pˆ   = 02   m0  ,
 k pˆ    = 202 cos k  ,

(2.6.5)

 2k    = 202 cos 2 k .
The Dirac equation introduced here is two-parameterized, as opposed to the original Dirac equation, which is the relativistic wave equation of the electron (and positron) that contains
only one parameter; the mass of the electron. The author has not yet investigated whether the
two-parameterized Dirac equation may be suitable for interpreting the anomalous magnetic
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moment [8] of the electron and the Lamb-shift [9] of the hydrogen atom. If it turns out in the
future that it is suitable to explain these experimental discrepancies, then we can state that the
contradictive theory of quantization of electromagnetic field, i.e. the quantum electrodynamics, is no longer needed.

2.7. Summary
In this chapter, the concept of mass (and thus energy) of matter frequency has been introduced in connection with the quantum theory of the matter-wave. The square of the matter
frequency (or mass frequency) is proportional to the mass of the particle. It is assumed that
Planck’s constant is the lower limit of the frequency, i.e. the elementary quantum of the frequency. This applies to both electromagnetic waves and matter waves.
The introduction of the theory was based on the assumption that the mass of each particle
can be traced back to the matter-wave interference of two sub-particles. We introduced the
Euclidean mass frequency vector of the particles, the experimental mass of the particle being
equal to the square of the sum of the constituent mass frequency vectors. The change in mass,
i.e. the mass frequency, is associated with photon emission or absorption.
The theory presented simply gives the relationship between the mass frequency and the
frequency of the emitted and absorbed photons. The derivation presented interprets the role
of Planck’s constant that its physical dimension necessarily must be frequency.
The Koide formula for lepton masses and the equivalent Rosen's formula were also interpreted
as applications of the mass frequency theory. Finally, we introduced the generalization of the
Dirac equation to the lepton particles, which expresses the special matter-wave interference of
fermions. In the next SECTION III., based on the matter frequency of nucleons, by generalizing Planck’s black body radiation theory, we provide a theoretical model of the nuclear fusion,
i.e. the formation of the atoms.
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III. FORMATION OF ATOMS
3.1. Introduction
The theoretical determination of the atomic mass dates back to 1935 when C. F. von
Weizsäcker [1] published his famous liquid-drop model for the calculation of nuclear binding
energy of the nuclei (semi-empirical mass formula “SEMF”). This nuclear model provides a
general overview of the atomic masses and related stability of their nuclei and assumes the
nucleus behaves in a gross collective manner, similar to an electrically charged drop of liquid.
The semi-empirical mass formula based on this phenomenological model was applied successfully mainly in the earlier period of nuclear physics. From the simple drop model, one can
easily calculate approximately the mass of any neutral atoms by adding the Z number of electron mass to the mass of X(Z, A) nuclei.
It is widely known that the majority of the elements in the periodic table are synthesized
in the stars. The synthesis of the elements may happen only at very high temperature, for example, in supernova explosions. In consequence of the nuclear fusion at high temperature, the
supernova stars emit very strong electromagnetic (EM) radiation, predominantly in form of
gamma and X-rays. In addition, the EM radiation is combined with strong neutrino radiation.
The different intensive energy radiations continuously decrease the masses of the stars,
directly causing mass defects of the nascent atoms (nuclei), and at least the strong binding of
nuclei. The Nuclear Radiation Model (NRM) for atomic mass computation presented in this
work is based on Planck's radiation theory, a special form of it that assumes a discrete radiation
spectrum. By plotting the ground-state separation energies per nucleon as a function of the
square root of their mass, the resulting function is very similar to the frequency distribution of
the energy of the thermal radiation (Figure 3.1.1.). The essence of the NRM is that each atom
behaves like an individual quantized harmonic oscillator (like a discrete particle) at very high
temperatures.

Figure 3.1.1.: The separation energy of the nuclei,
the separation energy per nucleon as a function of mass.
The frequency of atomic oscillators is determined by the mass of the atom (more precisely
its square root). The highest excitation level of atom A is represented by the loose set of the
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initial nucleon A (e.g., neutrons). The lowest energy state of the atom (zero-point state) is the
bound state of mass atom A at ordinary temperatures. The frequency of the atomic oscillator
is proportional to the square root of the atomic mass.
The horizontal axis of Figure 3.1.1. shows the mass number. Substituting the mass number
on the horizontal axis with its square root represents the shrinkage of the horizontal axis of
the figure. Then the curve of the separation energy is similar to the distribution of black body
radiation by frequency. In CHAPTER II. this simple observation led to the basic theorem that
mass can be assigned “mass-frequency”, by the square of which the value of mass (and thus
energy) can be clearly expressed, namely by the square of the mass frequency.
The Nuclear Radiation Model presented in this work gives an approximation of atomic
masses with the same accuracy as the long-known nuclear liquid drop model [2].

3.2. The mass-frequency
The mainline of physics of the twentieth century was the study of the interaction of light
(electromagnetic wave) and matter, from the birth of quantum mechanics to its high level of
perfection. (Relativity was essentially about this, too, when Einstein adjusted mechanics to
electromagnetic fields.) The characteristic “contradictory” term from this era: the dual nature
of matter, the wave, and the particle nature of the material. The first formulation of this was
Einstein's name, combining a light wave and a photon particle. Shortly afterward, however,
Broglie's matter-wave hypothesis caused great confusion in physics. Eventually, two fundamental equations of quantum mechanics were born, the Schrödinger equation and the relativistic Dirac equation, which are the peak powers of combining particle form and waveform.
In addition to the wavelength of de Broglie, the material (particle) also has amplitude and
frequency. An illustrative example of a matter wave is Bohr's model of hydrogen, whereby the
electron orbits are filled by an integer multiple of de Broglie's matter waves. The circumference
of the first deepest energy path corresponds exactly to the length of the matter-wave.
In terms of particle amplitude, the square of the Schrödinger-Dirac matter-wave complex
amplitude gives the probability density of the spatial position of the particle. However, the
frequency of matter that can be assigned to a particle has not been discussed so far. Until now,
the frequency appears only in relation to the photon emitted or absorbed by the particle.
So far, quantum mechanics has not provided information on the “self-frequency”’ of the
investigated object (particle) emitting photon. The success of the Nuclear Radiation Model
presented in this work has led to an unprecedented fundamental result in physics that each
material particle has a clearly defined self-frequency; this is the “matter-frequency” or by the
simple word “mass-frequency”. This can be seen as a very significant step towards combining
theories of light and matter.
The energy of a photon is determined by its frequency, which can be measured accurately
(for example by its color), this is called photon frequency. Like photons, we have to assume
that particles, especially atoms, can be assigned frequency, called mass frequency. This idea is
included already in the Introduction section of CHAPTER II.; both mass and energy can be
expressed frequency square unit
E (m) = mc 2 = mr 2 2 ; r 2 = 1,



2

= 02 = c 2  ; E (m) = m02  Hz 2 .

(3.2.1)

The connection between the mass frequency and photon frequency is very simple, with the
help of Planck’s constant

E (m) = 2mass =  photon  Hz 2  .
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According to this formula, the numerical value of Planck’s constant expressed in SI unit belongs to the frequency dimension Hz.

3.3. The Nuclear Radiation Model
The here introduced Nuclear Radiation Model (NRM) assumes that the binding energy
of each atom is generated by electromagnetic radiation. Radiated energy provides the missing
mass of atoms, the bound state of atoms. The mass deficiency of atoms is also exacerbated by
neutrino radiation, which is assumed to follow the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution [3] at high
temperatures and is thus considered proportional to electromagnetic radiation. The atoms of
the periodic table are considered dipole emitters; it means the energy they emit is proportional
to the fourth power of the mass frequency

EZrad, A  4Z , A  mZ2 , A .

(3.3.1)

(Details of the dipole radiation can be found in [4].)
The separation energy curve of the atoms is assumed to correspond to the radiation curve of
the black body. The radiation curve of Planck's black body theory has been generalized into
the following form
rad
Z,A

E



4Z , A
exp( Z , A / kT ) − 1

, ( 4Z , A  mZ2 , A ) .

(3.3.2)

In formula, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the fusion temperature required for the
synthesis of atoms of the full periodic system. The energy emitted by the atom is the separation
energy EZrad
, A , the negative one being the bond energy of the atom. The bond energy of atoms is
dominantly determined by their mass number A. Among the most strongly bonded atoms are
the elements of the “iron group”, which are iron (Fe), cobalt (Co), and nickel (Ni). The strongest
bonded element is the 56-th isotope of iron, which contains 26 protons and 30 neutrons. This
corresponds to the energy maximum of the radiant black body. In the remaining part, the details of the Nuclear Radiation Model (NRM) are described, in which the proportionality factors
are determined depending on mass numbers, and the atomic number Z dependency is taken
into account by additional corrections.

3.4. Implementation of the Nuclear Radiation Model
The Nuclear Radiation Model was developed not to calculate the nuclear binding energies
but to calculate atomic masses, which was actually an equivalent task. The final form of NRM
was obtained by fitting to the known experimental atomic masses. In the Model, the alpha
factors are fitting parameters.
The formula for the calculation of atomic masses consists of four elements

M ( Z , A) = M 0 ( A) + M rad ( A) + M as ( Z , A) + M p ( Z , A),

(3.4.1)

where the mass M 0 ( A) is the “gravitational mass”, A = Z + N is the mass number, M rad ( A) is
the mass radiated by the atom (thermal and neutrino radiation), the correction term M as ( Z , A)
takes into account the difference in proton-neutron numbers. The nuclear “pair” energy
M p ( Z , A) is the equivalent of the known correction term of the nuclear liquid drop model
(SEMF). It can be seen that the first two terms depend only on the mass of the atoms, while the
last two terms also take into account the atomic number Z. Hereinafter, the details of each term
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will be described. Each term consists of “fitting parameters” which can be determined partly
by the theoretical way, partly by fitting to the experimentally determined ground state (g.s.)
atomic masses.
The first term is the “gravitational mass”

M 0 ( A) = (1 − 2 ) AM N ( fit ); ( M N ( fit )  M N ) .

(3.4.2)

where  2 and M N ( fit ) are fitting parameters, M N is the neutron mass.
The radiation term is as follows

M rad ( A) = − 4

 4 ( A)
B − 1

 − 4

A2 M 02
B

AM 0

−1

 − 4

A2 M 02
R( A)

,

(3.4.3)

where  3 and B are fitting parameters. The last part of the formula requires an explanation, in
which the denominator R( A) is formally correspond to the “gravitational radius”. The reason
for this nomination is simple; the radiation formula shows complete similarity to the gravitational self-energy of the atomic masses, which at any mass is proportional to the square of the
mass and inversely proportional to a distance dimension quantity (Annex A). The function of
the gravitational atomic radius is plotted in Figure 3.5.2., which is a proportional function (dimensionless).
The asymmetry term in the mass formula

 A − 2Z 
M as ( Z , A) =  0 M 
 ,
 A+3 
2

2
0

(3.4.4)

what is proportional to the square of the relative difference of the proton-neutron number.
Finally, the pair-energy term

1
(−1) Z + (−1) A− Z
M p ( Z , A) = − 3 M 02
,
2
R( A)

(3.4.5)

which is a known function of the odd or even number of proton and neutron constituents [2].
It is important to note that the latter two terms are also included in the nuclear liquid drop
model (SEMF) of the nucleus. It can be shown that both terms are closely related to the wellknown Pauli exclusion principle. We do not go into detail here. Numerous materials about the
nuclear liquid droplet model are available on the Internet.

3.5. Results of calculation
In calculating atomic masses, all additional terms are expressed in Dalton (Da) energy units.
The concept of energy or mass is equivalent in the present work, with both dimensions being
Dalton. The Dalton unit is exactly 12-th part of the mass of C-12 nucleon, about 931.5 MeV/c2.
The Nuclear Radiation Model, like the liquid drop model of the nucleus, shows increasing
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inaccuracy for light atoms. To improve this, the radiation part of the model had to be slightly
modified

M rad ( A) = −Crad ( A − 1.5) 2 M 02 / R ( A),
R ( A) = B

( A−1.5) M 0

− 1, ( A  2).

(3.5.1)

The Nuclear Radiation Model was fitted with a computer program to the experimental values
of about 2000 atomic isotopes, using the publication of G. Audi and A. H. Wapstra [5]. The
programmed NRM served with highly accurate calculation results using only two fitting parameters. One of the fitting parameters is the neutron, which was obtained by fitting the experimental atomic masses
M n = 9.394120054 E + 2 MeV / c 2 .
(3.5.2)
The experimental mass of the neutron

M n = 9.395654135E + 2 MeV / c 2 ,

(3.5.3)

M n − M 0 = 0.153408057 MeV / c 2 .

(3.5.4)

from which

The second fitting parameter is the Q number (QPHYSICS, CHAPTER I.)

Q  Q = 0.223481204...

(3.5.5)

The fitted Q* number determines all the parameters which are occurred in the Nuclear Radiation Model (CHAPTER IV.: Normalized Mass Oscillator)

 4 = 2.633328249 E − 04
 3 = 1.181288936 E − 03
 2 = 5.346690180 E − 03
1 = 2.529176101E − 02
 0 = 2.234812047 E − 01

(3.5.6)

The fitting parameter B has a simple form

B = 1 +  0 =1.223481204...

(3.5.7)

For the first time in the book, the dimensionless constant Q appeared in CHAPTER I., namely
by the rational number Q = 2 / 9 = 0.222…, here is an approximate value of this parameter
(QPHYSICS).
The accuracy of the NRM model was obtained by comparing the calculated and experimental
mass values, the formula for the relative standard error calculation
2

 M i ,calc − M i ,exp 
−4
=

 = 1.512...  10 ,

n −1 i 
M i ,exp

1
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where n = 1961 was the number of atoms (isotopes) considered. Earlier recalculation of the
nuclear liquid drop model (SEMF) from the given experimental atomic mass basis gave practically the same accuracy. The fundamental difference, apart from a completely different physical background, in the accuracy of the two theoretical models is that the NRM is determined
by only two fitting parameters, as opposed to the five fitting parameters of the liquid drop
model (SEMF). Important to mention, that the computer program of the NRM needs masses
that are given in Dalton unit.
Figure 3.5.1. and Figure 3.5.2. demonstrate the results of the new atomic mass calculation
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by NRM vs. mass number A.
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Figure 3.5.2.: The calculated nuclei radii (proportional)
by NRM vs. mass number A.

3.6. The fusion temperature
In parallel with the fitting of the NRM, the fusion temperature required for the synthesis
of the atoms of the entire periodic table can also be obtained. Obtained from equations (3.5.1)
and (3.5.4) defined for the radius of the nucleus
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R( A) = B

( A−1.5) M 0

− 1 = (1 + Q )

( A−1.5) M 0

− 1.

(3.6.1)

Compared to Planck's law of the temperature radiation

(1 + Q )

M0

= exp ( 0 / kT fus ) = exp ( M 0 / kT fus ) ,

(3.6.2)

from where

T fus = M 0 / k ln(1 + Q),

(3.6.3)

what is the fusion temperature necessary to form the entire periodic table of the atoms.
The formula contains the square root of the fitted mass expressed in Daltons therefore, the
Boltzmann constant is considered in Dalton units

k = 9.251... E -14 Da / K.

(3.6.4)

According to the Radiation Model of the atom formation, the fusion temperature of the entire
periodic table

T fus = 5.367... E + 13 K ,

(3.6.5)

that is, around 54 billion Kelvin degrees.

3.7. Summary
By the newly introduced, successful atomic mass formula for the ground level masses, it
can be stated that at extremely high-temperature nuclear synthesis can be physically described
exclusively following the generalized Planck’s radiation law for the discrete radiation frequencies. With the new atom generation model, the necessary fusion temperature of the full Periodic Table formation has been determined. In Planck’s model, it is supposed that the black
body oscillators are independent of each other, and have Maxwell-Boltzmann energy distribution. Already in earlier nuclear physics, there were some experiences that showed all the
nuclei inside the atom are weakly bound. This experimental fact is also proved theoretically
in the present work.
The accuracy of the here-introduced atomic mass formula is comparable with the accuracy
of the nuclear liquid drop model (SEMF) by Weizsäcker -Bethe [1, 2]. As is known, the nuclear
drop model has five fit parameters, in contrast to only two independent fit parameters of the
present Nuclear Radiation Model. In addition, one of the fitting parameters is the mass of the
neutron, the fitted value of which practically corresponds to the measured experimental mass
of the neutron. This essentially means that the experimental atomic masses implicitly contain
the mass of the neutron, which can be determined by fitting them into the NRM.
The Nuclear Radiation Model of the formation of the atoms presented here is unique in
the physical literature, its success is indisputable. The concept of mass frequency is currently
unknown in the literature, the successful application of which it already has been presented in
CHAPTER II. The here presented NRM would not exist without the introduction of the mass
frequency concept.
In this chapter, we first encounter the prominent role of the number Q = 2 / 9 introduced
in CHAPTER I. The introduced Nuclear Radiation Model provided a solid basis for writing
the next CHAPTER IV: QUANTUM THEORY OF ATOMIC NUCLEUS.
The question may arise as to whether there can be a more physical model (or mathematical
formula with an unknown physical background with the same accuracy and few parameters)
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such as the nuclear liquid drop model or the Nuclear Radiation Model described in this chapter.
From a physicist’s perspective, there may be clearly defined physical content behind any
future successful nuclear model. According to today's idea, the interaction between quarks in
the physical background of the nucleus can be realized according to the “QCD theory” [6]. The
nuclear quark model capable of specific calculations to be implemented in the future should
be equivalent to here introduced NRM, based on a simple temperature radiation model. This
nuclear model can simultaneously provide the temperature of nuclear synthesis of the entire
periodic table, which is consistent with current astronomical observations.

3.8. References
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IV. QUANTUM THEORY OF ATOMIC NUCLEUS
4.1. Introduction
The aim of the present chapter is to model the structure of the nucleus. This is based on
the results of CHAPTER III., which traces the formation of atoms back to the thermal radiation
of a star explosion (e.g., a supernova). In the process, it was assigned a unique oscillator to
each atom of the periodic table, the radiation frequency of which is proportional to the square
root of the mass of the atoms (Mass Oscillator, MO). The energy radiated by the oscillators
provides the mass deficit that results in the nuclear bond of the atoms. This Radiation Model
(RM) for the formation of atoms contains only two parameters. One parameter is the mass of
neutrons assumed before the starburst, the other is a dimensionless parameter whose value is
a rational number about Q = 2 / 9 (QPHYSICS; CHAPTER I.). In addition to the ground state
atomic masses, the radiation model of the atoms also gives the temperature required for the
generation of the entire periodic table. The accuracy of the model rivals the accuracy of the
five-parameter Bethe – Weizsäcker liquid drop model of the nucleus [1].
In the successful liquid drop model, atomic nuclei are homogeneous mass spheres, and
nucleons lose their unique particle properties within the nucleus. However, in theoretical nuclear physics research, the view has survived to this day that nucleons within the nucleus are
separate particles held together by notable strong interaction. Similar to the atomic physics
model, the shell model of the nucleus can be considered the most successful theoretical description to date [2]. In addition to simple scalar potentials, exotic potentials such as “tensor”
potentials are used for the strong interaction potential. Quantum mechanical descriptions of
heavier nuclei were used, for simplicity, the “cluster” models in which it was assumed that
light nuclei form individual separate particles within heavy nuclei [3]. The newest interaction
theory, namely the QCD theory of the strong interaction traces back to the interaction between
quarks within the nucleus [4, 5].
In contrast with former discrete nuclei models, in the Nuclear Radiation Model (NRM) of
the atomic formation, similar to the nuclear liquid drop model, each nucleon forms a unique
independent quantized mass oscillator, i.e. an independent particle. Each nucleus is a homogeneous mass “dumpling”, the inside of which consists of material shells of different thicknesses (this is the “onion” model of nuclei introduced by the author). With this change, the
multi-body problem was eliminated, which was a long-standing difficulty in previous protonneutron nucleus models. In the new nuclear model, the oscillator frequencies of each nucleus
are proportional to the square root of their mass. This is the most successful application of the
mass frequency concept introduced in CHAPTER II.
It is important to note that in this work we deal only with the determination of the ground
state and excited state energies of the nuclei. The study of other nuclear properties will be the
task of further work in the future. The current level of the study corresponds to the beginning
level of the initial development of quantum mechanics when the research also focused on the
calculation of atomic energy levels.

4.2. Quantization of the electromagnetic field
The birth of exact quantum theory, quantum mechanics, is named after Werner Heisenberg [6], who studied the harmonic oscillator model of physics as a first example. Quantized
energy levels of the harmonic oscillator

1

En =  n +  ; (n = 0, 1, 2,...),
2
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where  is the frequency of the quantized oscillator. The ground state energy of the quantized
harmonic oscillator (QHO) (n = 0) is not zero

E0 =

1
  0.
2

(4.2.2)

This is the notable zero-point energy, the kinetic energy of particles in material objects that
does not disappear even at the zero point of the absolute temperature scale. The quantum
theory of classical electromagnetic field (EM field) [7] is the “quantum electrodynamics”
(QED) that leads to the electromagnetic field is a set of quantized harmonic oscillators. The
empty space (vacuum) contains an infinite number of EM-derived zero-point energies, which
means infinite energy. This infinite energy is ignored by the QED (this is the first appearing
infinity in the theory that points out: QED is not a correct physical theory). Nevertheless, QED
is the most successful theory of physics to date.
According to the theory of relativity, the oscillators of the EM field have no rest mass, the fourmomentum equation valid for the electromagnetic field

p p  = 0  E 2 − P 2 = 0, ( c 2 = 1) .

(4.2.3)

Quantization of the electromagnetic field leads to a set of quantized harmonic oscillators. The
energy of quantized electromagnetic field having ω frequency is determined by the following
equation

( E − an+1 )

2

= ( P − an ) = ( E − an ) ;
2

2

an = n , an +1 = ( n + 1) ; (n = 0, 1, 2,...)

(4.2.4)

from which the energy of the quantized EM field at the given frequency follows

En , =

an + an +1
1

=   n +  ; (n = 0, 1, 2,...).
2
2


(4.2.5)

This result is well-known from the introductory of quantum mechanics, it is the quantized
energy levels of the classic harmonic oscillators.

4.3. Quantization of the mass
To quantize the particles with non-zero rest mass, we also proceed according to (4.2.5), but
then the four-momentum equation (4.2.3) will modify

p p  = E 2 − P 2 = m 2 , ( m 2  0 ) .

(4.3.1)

The quantization of material particles is introduced on the model of EM space quantization

( E − an+1 )

2

− ( P − an )2 = m2 , ( m2 = cst.  0) ,

(4.3.2)

where m is the “zero-point mass” of the particle. This mass quantization is valid for the rest
coordinate system of particle, where E is the inner energy of the particle and p → P is the inner
momentum (self-momentum) of the particle. The mass of the particle is quantized
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M n2 = ( E − an +1 ) = ( P − an ) 2 + m 2 ; ( n = 0, 1, 2,...) ,
2

(4.3.3)

where the series an is monotonically decreasing. The following equation is valid in a boundary
case

lim M n2 = M 2 = E 2 = P2 + m2 .
n→

(4.3.4)

Chapter III. contains the Nuclear Radiation Model (NRM) of the nuclei in which the dimensionless number Q = 2 / 9 has a prominent role. The mass quantization of the nuclei this number is in connection with the self-momentums of the nuclei

P P
2
= =Q= .
M E
9

(4.3.5)

Studies to date have shown that this ratio applies to all existing (stable or unstable) nuclei. This
means that for all nuclei, the ratios of the quantized energy levels are the same.
The zero-point energy (mass), determination of a1

M 02 = ( E − a1 ) = ( P − a0 ) + m 2 = m 2 ;  a0 = P.
2

2

(4.3.6)

The first excited energy level (mass)

M 12 = ( E − a2 ) = ( P − a1 ) + m 2 .
2

2

(4.3.7)

In a similar way, we obtain additional energy levels

M n2 = ( E − an +1 ) = ( P − an ) + m 2 , (a0 = P, n = 0, 1, 2,...),
2

2

(4.3.8)

what is equivalent to this equation

M n2 = Pn2 + m 2 , (n = 0, 1, 2,...).

(4.3.9)

By quantizing the mass, we came to the concept of the Quantized Mass Oscillator (QMO),
which is defined by the above recursion formula. The QMO is defined by giving two parameters: the rest mass of the particle and one of the constituent parts of the mass structure.
The recursion formula gives the rest mass of the particle at the highest excitation state when
the quantum number n is growing to infinity. Finite quantum numbers include the bound
states of the particle. It is advisable to introduce the concept of a normalized mass oscillator

 2n = (1 −  n +1 ) = ( Q −  n ) +  02 , (a0 = Q, n = 0, 1, 2,...),

(4.3.10)

n = M n / E, Q = P / E = P / M , 0 = 1 − Q 2 .

(4.3.11)

2

2

where

Obviously, for infinitely large n-s, the normalized form of the mass oscillator will be
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1 = Q 2 + (1 − Q 2 ) = Q 2 +  02 .

(4.3.12)

Table 4.3.1. compares the quantized levels of the normalized mass oscillator with the integer
powers of the Q parameter. The first few levels of the normalized mass oscillator (NQMO) are
shown in the following table
8 = 6.240509992 E − 7  6.607807467 E − 7 = 0.5  Q 9
 7 = 2.808246364 E − 6  2.973513360 E − 6 = 0.5  Q8
 6 = 1.263745023E − 5  1.338081012 E − 5 = 0.5  Q 7
 5 = 5.687544504 E − 5  6.021364554 E − 5 = 0.5  Q 6
 4 = 2.560797723E − 4  6.021364554 E − 5 = 0.5  Q 5
 3 = 1.155214096 E − 3  1.219326322 E − 3 = 0.5  Q 4
 2 = 5.257657428 E − 3  5.486968450 E − 3 = 0.5  Q 3
1 = 2.500395696 E − 2  2.469135802 E − 2 = 0.5  Q 2
 0 = 2.222222222 E − 1 = 2.222222222 E − 1 = Q = 2 / 9

Table 4.3.1.: The first few levels of the NQMO
comparing with the power oscillator (Q = 2 / 9).

Figure 4.3.1.: The “onion” model of the neutron;
the mass distribution inside the neutron (mass disk).
The above figure shows the mass distribution inside the neutron what is similar generally
to the mass distribution of the nuclei (this is the “onion” model of the nuclei). The lower mass
levels of the neutron occur only in the binding states of neutrons inside the nuclei. The spatial
distribution of the nuclei, especially of the neutron, is two-dimensional, similar to the Solar
System; gravity and nuclear interactions show strong similarities. In the drawing of the neutron mass distribution, the central black circle is the zero-point mass. The surfaces of the concentric rings denote the energy levels of the neutron. This is the two-dimensional “onion
model” of the neutron (or simply the “disk model” of the neutron).
The neutral state of a neutron assumes that the mass rings inside the plane onion peel
model of the neutron contain the same number of positive and negative elemental electric
charges, resulting in zero electrical charges of the neutron. The state of rotation of the mass
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rings makes up the neutron, the electrical charges that rotate with them resulting in the known
magnetic moment of the neutron.
The next table shows the QMO spectrum of the neutron up to level n = 8
8 4.56039860 E − 4 MeV / c 2
7 2.05219444 E − 3 MeV / c 2
6 9.23518006 E − 3 MeV / c 2
5 4.15644902 E − 2 MeV / c 2
4 1.87165497 E − 1 MeV / c 2
3 8.44795519 E − 1 MeV / c 2
2

3.85451389 E + 0 MeV / c 2

1

1.85529402 E + 1 MeV / c 2

Table 4.3.2.: The QMO spectrum of the neutron (Q = 2 / 9).
Figure 4.3.1. shows radially exponentially decreasing mass rings which are the “self-momentums” of the neutron. The mass of the neutron is obtained

m( N )  m( N ) ZP + m( N ) SM 


 m( N ) 1 − Q 2 + m( N ) (  n −  n +1 ); (Q = 2 / 9),

(4.3.13)

n =1

where m( N ) is the mass of the neutron, the m( N ) ZP is the zero-point mass of the neutron, and

m( N ) SM is the total self-momentum mass of the neutron. In ANNEX C there is a proof that


 (
n =1

n

1
−  n +1 ) = Q 2 ; (Q = 2 / 9),
2

(4.3.14)

from we get

1 

m( N )  1 − Q 2 + Q 2   m( N ).
2 


(4.3.15)

This is the linearized mass model of the neutron.
The neutron is a mass oscillator similarly to the other particles. In ANNEX C it is shown that

m
1
Q2
EˆOSC ( N ) = M N  n = M N
 −1  ,
2
1 − Q Q −1
n =1

(4.3.16)

m = 105.66 MeV / c2 = muon mass !

(4.3.17)

where
Here EˆOSC is the average oscillator energy of the neutron, m is the mass of the muon particle.
The self-temperature of the neutron by the Planck’s thermal radiation theory

Q −1 = 9 / 2 = exp(m / kT )  exp(  / kT ),
T = m / k  ln(9 / 2) = 8.1519... E + 11 K .
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The mass oscillator model derived from the quantization of particles is of general application,
so that the internal mass distribution of nuclei is similar to that of a neutron, magnified in
proportion to the mass number A.

Figure 4.3.2.: Radial distribution of neutron mass rings (mass disc);
the neutron gravity model.
In Figure 4.3.1. the mass of the neutron was compressed into a circle with a radius of one
unit. The radii and their mass of the mass rings of the neutron (and the other nuclei) decrease
exponentially.
Figure 4.3.2. shows the mass distribution of the nuclei according to the Solar System. The
radii of the mass rings increase by powers of 2 (this is approximately true for the Solar System,
according to Titius-Bode's law [10]). This is due to the uncertainty relation of quantum mechanics at the atomic scale.
In the case of the neutron, the mass circulating in the fourth orbit is equal to the half mass
of the electron in good approximation (CHAPTER I.)

 4  m( N ) 

1 5
1
Q  m( N )  me , (Q = 2 / 9).
2
2

(4.3.19)

The similarity between gravity and the nuclear model presented here suggests a relationship
between gravity and the nuclear interaction that the author has long recognized. No need to
explain; in the solar system model of nuclear nuclei, the Sun corresponds to the zero-point
mass of the nucleus.
The similarity between gravity and the nuclear model presented here suggests a relationship between gravity and the nuclear interaction that the Author has long recognized. No need
to explain; in the solar system model of nuclear nuclei, the Sun corresponds to the zero-point
mass of the nucleus.
The linear form of the mass oscillator written with matrices

M nI = ( E − an+1 ) I = ( P − an ) A + mB, (a0 = P, n = 0, 1, 2,...),

(4.3.20)

A2 = I, B2 = I, AB + BA = 0.

(4.3.21)

1 0 
0 −i 
A=
, B=

.
0 −1
i 0 

(4.3.22)

where
The 2 x 2 matrices
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4.4. Applications of the Quantized Mass Oscillator model
Fusion of the atoms
According to today's knowledge, the fusion of atoms takes place only at extremely high
temperatures, when stars explode (supernovae, fusing black holes). The fusion of atomic nuclei occurs in pairs, with atoms of lower mass number being able to transform into nuclei of
higher mass during their collision, releasing considerable energy. Fusion of nuclei heavier than
the 56 isotopes of iron, on the other hand, requires energy investment, for which high-temperature radiation provides energy. As is well known, future planned nuclear power generation
will be based on the fusion of light nuclei, the current goal being to achieve the fusion of hydrogen atoms, which is the dominant part of the Sun's radiant energy.
In the initial successful hydrogen bomb experiments, the explosion of a smaller uranium
bomb provided the required fusion temperature, and the bombshell was filled with a mixture
of deuterium and tritium (isotopes of the hydrogen atom). During fusion, a He-4 atom is
formed and a neutron is released. In the process, a great deal of energy is released

M IN = 12 D + 12T  24 He + 0 n + 14.06 MeV / c 2 .

(4.4.1)

The QMO model describes the fusion of nuclei, usually the transformation of nuclei, in a
multi-step process. Each nucleus forms a mass oscillator, the energy spectrum of which is determined by the recursion formula (4.3.2). The energy of the photons that can be emitted or
absorbed by the mass oscillator is an exponentially decreasing infinite series, which corresponds to the integer powers of the number Q = 2/9 in a good approximation. The sum of the
photon energies gives the total internal self-energy of each nucleus. While the energy spectrum
of a harmonic oscillator is the sum of constant energies, it is not possible to distinguish which
quantum of energy the photon oscillator emits. The energies of the spectrum of the nucleus as
a mass oscillator can be distinguished and can therefore be numbered on a set of natural numbers.
In the high-temperature set of nuclei, the emission or absorption of photons is probable in
the range of high-energy quantums, while at low temperatures the emission of lower-energy
quantums is probable, and the radiation of higher-energy quantums is unlikely. Obviously, in
the case of more significant self-transformations than in the above-mentioned thermonuclear
fusion, the radiation of the higher energy quantums is important, the process can only take
place at very high temperatures.
Once a core radiates an energy quantum, its mass decreases, the end result is also a mass
oscillator, also determined by the Q parameter. The emissions follow one after the other, until
the self-transformation into the final state is completed. Of course, in each step, mass oscillators characterized by the same Q parameter are formed or decomposed. The spectra of mass
oscillators are similar, ranging from the smallest nucleus to the largest solar system. If the
structure of the mass oscillator spectra were to depend on the magnitude of the masses, this
would add a large amount of additional information to the masses, which we hypothesized is
excluded based on the principle of simplicity of physics.
The D + T process in the QMO model is described by the following symbolic notation

D + T  He-4 + 10n  0 3 1 0 2 4 1 -1 , (  = −2.59E - 08, Q = 2 / 9) .

(4.4.2)

According to the notation, the D + T fusion takes place with the following calculation

MOUT = M IN 2s2 3s3  ... 9s9 ; S2 , S3 ,..., S9  0, 1, 2, 3;
MOUT = He-4 + 0 n, MIN = D + T.
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Each multiplier corresponds to one successive step in the process
The beta factors in the formula

2 = 1 −  2 , 3 = 1 − 3 , ..., 9 = 1 − 9 .

(4.4.4)

s2 = 0, s3 = 3, s4 = 1, ..., s9 = -1  0 3 1 0 2 4 1 -1.

(4.4.5)

Symbol of calculation

The accuracy of the calculation in (4.4.2) is indicated by the value of the delta (relative
deviation), obviously the accuracy can be increased by counting the 9th QMO excitation levels
with further higher levels. Here, 8 levels of excitation were considered in the process, i.e., 8
steps from the fusion process were considered.
Using the mass oscillator, we presented the quantum theory of nuclear physics. The formalism of quantum mechanics is not included here, but the formal method of quantum mechanics can also be assigned to the mass oscillator. Excluding the presentation here, it does not
change the result of the mass calculation. The essence of the nuclear physical calculation of
QMO lies in the assumption that the excitation levels of a mass oscillator assigned to a mass
of any size differ only by a proportionality factor, the proportionality factor being the intermediate, the existing mass. The D + T fusion process takes place very quickly, the lifetimes of the
intermediate particles are very short, they can be considered as "virtual" particles known from
quantum electrodynamics. The atoms of the entire periodic table are formed through a series
of two-particle collisions at very high fusion temperatures (as calculated in CHAPTER II).

M IN = 10 n + 11p  12 D + 2.22452 MeV / c 2 .

(4.4.6)

n + 11p  12D  0 0 3 2 2 1 4 0 , (  = −1.24E -9, Q = 2 / 9 ).

(4.4.7)

The QMO model
1
0

A possible fusion of chlorine Cl-36 (e+ positron)

M IN =

12
24

6
Mg + 12
C  M OUT =

17
36

Cl + e+ + 15.077 MeV / c 2 .

MIN  0 0 1 3 1 3 3 0  MOUT (  = −4.81E -8, Q = 2 / 9) .

(4.4.8)
(4.4.9)

The 1 : 2 mass ratio is ideal for fusion (this leads to the strongest bond).

The beta decay of the neutron
Today's modern theory of beta decay is based on a combined, electromagnetic interaction
of electromagnetic and weak interactions, in which Weinberg's mediating mesons play a central role. During the beta decay of a neutron, it is converted to a proton accompanied by electron and neutrino radiation. The process is described in a first approximation by a Feynman
diagram. In the process, the negative charge is emitted by the mediating negative Weinberg
meson to one of the neutron quarks, the decay of which eventually results in the formation of
electrons and neutrinos. (CHAPTER II: Figure 2.4.1.).
The essence of the process is that the neutron with higher excitation decays to its lower
excitation state, the proton, with a certain amount of energy radiation. The experimental data
are as follows
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m(N) = 939.56542052 MeV / c 2 ; m(P) = 938.27208816 MeV / c 2 ,
 = 1.29333236 MeV / c 2 .

(4.4.10)

According to the QMO model, this is the process

M IN = 10 N  M OUT = 11P + e − + 0.782 MeV / c 2 ,

M IN   0 0 3 1 0 2 3 2  M OUT (  = −2.444 E - 8, Q = 2 / 9 ) .

(4.4.11)

In the above examples, it can be seen that the errors in the mass calculations are negative everywhere, since the calculations always approximate the mass of the final result from the bottom.

The beta decay of muon
The muon elementary particle (denoted by the Greek letter μ) is an electron-like particle,
but its mass is about 200 times larger. Its charge is equal to the charge (s) of the electron, and
its spin ½ is the same as that of the electron [12]. The muon is a member of the three-membered
lepton family (CHAPTER II).
The muon also has an antiparticle that is similar to the positron, of course having the same
weight as the muon. Decay processes of muon (weak interaction)

−  e− + e +  ; +  e+ + e +  .

(4.4.12)

The end result of the decay is an electron or a positron. The radiations (the two types of neutrinos) carry most of the mass of the muon. The QMO emission spectrum of the muon

a4 = 2.70569727 E − 2 MeV / c 2 , a9 = 1.46524726 E − 5 MeV / c 2 ,
a3 = 1.22058045E − 1 MeV / c 2 , a8 = 6.59362148E − 5 MeV / c 2 ,
a2 = 5.55515543E − 1 MeV / c 2 , a7 = 2.96714749 E − 4 MeV / c 2 ,
a1 = 2.64187747 E + 0 MeV / c 2 , a6 = 1.33525246 E − 3 MeV / c 2 ,
a0 = 2.34796390 E + 1 MeV / c 2 , a5 = 6.00936713E − 3 MeV / c 2 .
Table 4.4.1.: Muon emission spectrum (MeV / c2).
The process of decay in the QMO model

M IN =  −  M OUT = e − + 105.147 MeV / c 2 ,

M IN  1011 1 3 2 3 3 0 -1  M OUT (  = −3.79 E - 8, Q = 2 / 9 ) .

(4.4.13)

The mass of the muon is 105.658 MeV / c2, the mass of the electron is orders of magnitude less
than 0.511 MeV / c2, so the decay process is predominantly determined by the high power of
the factor (1011).

The decays of charged pions
In the following, we investigate two types of pion decay using the QMO Quantum Oscillator Model. In the pattern of neutron beta decay, the decays of the charged pion are examined
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in a similar manner based on the QMO model. Feynman diagram of the dominant decay of
the pion

Figure 4.4.1.: Feynman diagram of the dominant decay of a pion
The π ± meson has a mass of 139.6 MeV / c2 and an average lifetime of 2.603E−8 s. The
decay of the π ± meson is due to the weak interaction. The dominant mode of decay of pion is
muonic decay [13], the decay rate R(  ) practically corresponds to one

+  + +  ; −  − +  .

(4.4.14)

Probability of muonic decay of the pion

R( ) = 0.999877  1.

(4.4.15)

A rare form of pion decay can also be observed, in which the end result of the decay is an
electron

+  e + +  e ; −  e − +  e ,

(4.4.16)

where  e is the electron-neutrino and  e is the electron-antineutrino. The probability of electron decay
(4.4.17)
R(e ) = 1.23E − 4.
The Feynman diagram of the process is similar to the muon decay of the pion.
QMO calculation for muon decay of pion

    52 3 3 0 0 0 4 -1 , (  = −5.63E - 09, Q = 2 / 9) .

(4.4.18)

The calculation shows that the muonic decay of the pion can be easily calculated with sufficient
accuracy, taking into account the first excitation level of the QMO

 =  53
2 , (  = 9.56 E − 3, Q = 2 / 9 ) .

(4.4.19)

The calculation error in this approximation is below 1 ‰.
The decay of the charged electron according to the QMO model is as follows

  e  1064 0 4 0 2 0 2 2 , (  = −3.24E - 08, Q = 2 / 9 ).
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The calculation leads to sufficient accuracy by considering only the first excitation level

e =  1064
, (  = 1.05E − 3, Q = 2 / 9 ) .
2

(4.4.21)

The accuracy of the calculation is now only one thousandth. The ratio of the two modes of
decay from the excitation levels

S ( ) / S (e ) = 53 /1064 = 4.98E − 2,

(4.4.22)

of which the ratio of the frequency of the two types of decay

R(e  ) = ( S (  ) / S (e  ))3 = ( 53 /1064 )  1.23595...E − 4.
3

(4.4.23)

The obtained result shows an excellent agreement with the experimental result (4.4.17),
which confirms not only the QMO model of the pion decay, but also the real physical background of the Quantized Mass Oscillator model. According to our studies, the QMO model is
suitable for describing both strong and weak interactions. In essence, this makes today's electro-weak (combined) interaction theory completely meaningless and redundant.

4.5. Summary
Understanding the nucleus of the atom has remained the most difficult task in physics
since the discovery of the atomic nucleus. The building blocks of the nucleus, protons, and
neutrons can be further divided into quarks, supported by a number of experimental and theoretical facts. What disturbs the free quark in the quark nuclear model has not been detected,
and there is even a theoretical finding that quarks cannot exist on their own, this is a quark
closure hypothesis.
The binding of the nucleus is ensured by the long-assumed strong interaction, the current
model of which is the theory indicated by QCD [4]. According to the current position of physics, the “exact” description of the nucleus can only be done with a multiparticle model. However, there are currently two simple physical models for describing the nucleus in which the
nucleus acts as a simple single particle. The old but still successfully used Bethe – Weizsäcker
model (SEMF) [1], according to which each nucleus can be modeled with a single liquid drop.
The other one-particle model is the Nuclear Radiation Model (NRM) developed by the
author in CHAPTER III., which considers nuclei as unique independent quantum oscillators.
This work complements the NRM with an illustrative core structure model with Figure 4.3.2.,
introducing the concept of Quantized Mass Oscillator (QMO) similarly to the Quantized Harmonic Oscillator (QHO) of the Quantum Electrodynamics.
With the birth of quantum physics from the beginning of the twentieth century, the goal
of modern physics is to create a unified theory of light and matter, to understand their interactions at an ever-higher level. The introduction of the concept of the QMO seems to be a major
step forward in this research. The present chapter of the book showed the successful role of
the quantized mass oscillator in learning about nuclear physics. In addition, the QMO model
of the atomic nucleus is a simple model of description containing only two physical constants
that makes it similar to the Bohr model of the hydrogen atom, so it can be taught similarly
even at the secondary school level.
Nuclear fusion is realized step by step, with energy radiations from mass oscillators of
ever-decreasing energy. The presented mathematical calculation method is suitable for calculating not only the ground state mass of the nuclei but also the mass of the excited states,
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knowing the experimental values of the excited state masses. The calculations reflect the mass
structure of each quantum state, from which valuable information about the details of the fusion processes itself can be obtained. This also allows, for example, the design of nuclear reactions.
The QMO model is not only suitable for describing nuclei but is also suitable for modeling
the decay of the lightest meson, the π-meson, as it is shown in the last application example.
The quantized property of the zero-mass electromagnetic field can be derived from the existence of the lowest frequency in nature, which is numerically equal to Planck's constant. Material particles of non-zero rest mass are also the oldest known: the existence of atoms with
unique properties has confirmed the quantized nature of matter. The discovery of the electron,
the muon, the large number of “elementary particles” by particle accelerators is proof of the
general quantized nature of matter.
In this chapter, a common mathematical model of the quantization of nature has been
presented; the quantization of the electromagnetic field is characterized by the quantized harmonic oscillator (QHO), while the quantization of the non-zero rest mass particles can be realized by a simple extension of the QHO model, with the introduction of the Quantized Mass
Oscillator model. The quantization of the electromagnetic field has a single physical constant;
the Planck’s constant. The quantization of mass has a universal, dimensionless constant, this
number Q = 2 / 9. The quantized energy levels of a given rest mass are determined by the QMO
algorithm, which is obviously mass-dependent. It is important that behind the Q number lies
a clear physical background, which is detailed in CHAPTER I.
The title of the chapter is “QUANTUM THEORY OF ATOMIC NUCLEUS”, which needs
to be explained. Immediately after the birth of quantum mechanics, in 1928, G. Gamow (19041968), a Ukrainian-Russian theoretical physicist [16] published his dissertation with the title
given here. With increasing interest in theoretical physics, but to this day, the same theoretical
model also attempts to describe the physics of the nucleus. Over the past nearly a century, the
nucleus has been modeled by the interaction of protons and neutrons according to the rules of
quantum mechanics, searching for the universal potential of nuclear interaction. The lack of
success prompted physicists to further the structural resolution of protons and neutrons (nucleons) in the 1960s. A quark model of nucleons and “elemental” particles, in general, has been
born. Physicists continue to adhere to the method of quantum mechanics description, introducing a rather exotic, so-called “non-Abelian gauge theory” for universal determining of the
nuclear potential. According to the Standard Model favored in today’s physics, the ultimate
building blocks of matter are quarks, but there are many who doubt the existence of quarks,
not only because of theoretical contradictions but also because of the existence of a free quark
is, by definition, theoretically ruled out.
In today’s physics, we can only talk about theories common to quantum theory that include Planck’s constant and the Hamiltonian operator of the system, in which the momentum
and coordinate operators satisfy Heisenberg’s law of commutation. From the latter requirement, there must also be a complete state function system (wave-functions) belonging to the
physical system under study. In this respect, Bohr's hydrogen atom model cannot be considered an exact quantum theory, but at least contains Planck’s constant. The quantized mass
oscillator model of matter, which is the central concept of the present chapter, does not correspond to the traditional criterion system of a quantum theory, nevertheless, we consider the
title of the chapter to be legitimate. In the opinion of the author of the present work, the description of any physical system that can return the measurement data of the physical system
with clearly quantized physical quantities can be considered as quantum theory, whether or
not it contains the mathematical formalism that is applied in quantum mechanics.
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V. GRAVITY OF THE MOVING MASSES
5.1. Introduction
For a long time, the main motivation for experimental gravity studies has been only the
more and more precise determination of the gravitational constant G. Despite the long time
and strong efforts, the gravitational constant is at present the least-well measured fundamental
constant [1, 2]. However, it seems that in recent times, the accuracy of the gravitational constant has not been the main focus of experimental gravity research.
Nowadays the mainstream of experimental research has branched into state-funded and
private spheres. The “official” state researches concentrate primarily on the experimental
proofs of the GRT consequences; i.e. for the reliable detection of gravitational waves, observation of black holes, and newly re-examine the equivalence of inertial and gravitational mass of
free-falling bodies, including Bose-Einstein condensates (BEC) of gases [3]. From 2004 until
now there is going the “Gravity Probe B” space experiment what is also connected to the validity control of GRT [4].
In the private sphere, physicists now prefer to study the unknown features of gravitational
interaction. Mainly, the different kinds of exotic “antigravity” experiments and theories have
become very popular. The aim is not just to proceed to Newtonian gravity, but to overcome
the GRT of Albert Einstein. A number of private experiments are planned and executed to
demonstrate the possibility of gravitational shielding, or even of the gravitational repulsion
(in other words, of “antigravity”).
In our case, a blind chance helped us when we investigated a physical pendulum’s sensitivity for gravity measurement. In our experiment, the applied relatively big and heavy physical pendulum was built, not for a newest measure of the gravitational constant, but for the
study of surprisingly strong gravitational effects encountered accidentally. We have named
the experienced strong gravitation phenomena dynamic gravity which is appeared between
moving masses. Despite the simplicity of our gravity experiment, the observed extraordinary
results could lead to an unexpected revolution in gravity science.

5.2. Bodonyi’s experiment
The photos are of the Hungarian amateur physicist Laszlo Bodonyi, and the gravity-measuring instrument that he devised.

Laszlo Bodonyi (1919-2001).

Bodonyi’s instrument.

Bodonyi (Hungary) built his relatively large physical pendulum, intuitively supposing its
capability for gravity measurement (Figure 5.2.1.), but he did not have enough knowledge to
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analyze the sensitivity of the physical pendulum. From the beginning, it seemed that the physical pendulum “really” measured the “gravity”. Checking later into his experiment, we have
concluded that the measured effect is neither an electromagnetic influence, nor a vibration side
effect, but really a new physical interaction between the neutral masses. Firstly, we have used
the name “strong gravity”, and later we called the new phenomenon “dynamic gravity”.

m

S
R
1.55m
m
C

m

M

Figure 5.2.1.: Setup for gravity measurement. (R: pivot point; C: mass-center;
S: shielding; m: pendulum masses; M source mass)
The application of the physical pendulum for the gravity measurement has two important
advantages over the torsion balance method: firstly, the “spring constant” of the physical pendulum is very stable due to constant local gravity acceleration g, secondly, the dissipation factor of the physical pendulum is relatively smaller in comparison with the torsion balance
method. The disadvantage of the physical pendulum is its small sensitivity; that is why gravity
measure of such type has not occurred until this time (or we have no information about it).
Now here is a short calculation of the physical pendulum sensitivity. In the case of a small
swing, the motion of the physical pendulum is a harmonic oscillation. The spring constant of
the pendulum oscillator is

k = m2 = 42 m / T 2 .

(5.2.1)



where m is the effective mass and T is the period of the pendulum. The typical value of T is
about 60 s, the effective pendulum mass is about 50 kg. From these data the spring constant of
our physical pendulum is
k = 0,087 N / m.
(5.2.2)
In the case of a typical torsion balance measure the mass dipole is about 100 grams, the swing
period is at least 1200 s which leads to the spring constant

k = 4,36 10−7 N / m.

(5.2.3)

From this simple calculation, one can conclude that the physical pendulum is not an appropriate device for the measure of gravity.
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Nevertheless, it was surprising that both L. Bodonyi and the author of the present work
experienced a weak interaction, which was observable in the phase- and amplitude modulation in motion of the pendulum. Excluding any disturbing conditions, this effect could only be
of gravitational origin. The physical pendulum responded only to masses moved near it. Static
pendulum deflection, on the other hand, could not be detected, suggesting that the strong
gravitational effect is shown only acts between moving masses. Based on these experiences, it
was introduced the name dynamic gravity for strong gravitational action, as opposed to static
gravity considered Newtonian.
An additional curiosity was observed during the experiments: the approximation of the
source mass to the pendulum caused repulsion in all cases, otherwise, in cases, where the
source mass was removed from the pendulum, an attractive effect was observed. The phenomenon is easy to interpret, the physical system tries to retain its energy, in this case its gravitational interaction energy. (This phenomenon is essentially in line with Newton's III. law.)

5.3. Gravity measure with physical pendulum
After studying and learning about Bodonyi's experiment, a decision was made: must repeat this gravity experiment under better technical conditions. Finally, our team successfully
repeated the physical pendulum experiment at the end of 1998. For the purpose of detailed
investigation of the dynamic gravity we have realized a quasi-resonance measure [5] using the
relatively big physical pendulum introduced above.
The experimental setup of our measure is shown in Figure 5.3.1. The performed gravity
measurement used two source masses. The reliability of the gravitational experiment grows
substantially with the simultaneous measuring of two masses. The additional advantage of
the two-source masses method is the better balancing of the roundtable. But if there is a measure of the two masses separately in time, time-dependent drift errors might occur, for example
from the motion of the Moon, or from the changes of the pendulum temperature. Nevertheless,
it would have been a better solution to operate a special air-conditioning system without any
air draft in the laboratory.
Figure 5.3.1. shows two moving source masses (M = 24 kg, M/2 = 12 kg) placed diametrically on a rotating table driven by a small electro-motor through a narrow rubber belt. The
rubber belt reduces the vibration noise of the motor-driver. The turntable is made of hardwood in our particular case, but generally, any non-magnetic material could be used for this
purpose. The turntable and its driver system are placed on the floor, while the hanging of the
pendulum is fixed to the ceiling of the laboratory. This solution gives good isolation against
the coupled vibrations of the whole instrument. The fixation of the parts of the measuring
system is realized with flexible materials (rubber and plastic spacers).
Some of the technical features of the most successful physical pendulum are
Pendulum arms: 2.5 + 2.5 meter (in vertical position)
Upper and lower masses: 24 - 24 kg (cubic lead)
Pendulum frame: made of aluminum
Total mass with frame: 54.7 kg
Support of pendulum: two parallel wedges (steel)
High frequency filter: hydraulic damper
Applied pendulum period: 60 - 80 sec
Position detector: light-coupling without mechanical contact
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Figure 5.3.1.: Setup for the resonance measurement of the dynamic gravity
(R = pivot of the pendulum; C = mass center of the pendulum).
Due to the relatively large dimensions, the adjustment of the pendulum period is almost
easy. The small pendulum amplitude results in an acceptable low level of friction. The test
masses used were made of lead cubes fabricated with standard geometry for the original purpose of radioprotection. During the control tests, we put an iron isolation plate into the gap
between the roundtable and pendulum to prevent magnetic and air-draft disturbances. This
test demonstrated that the iron isolation plate has had no significance for the pendulum movement, because the supposed side effects were extremely weak. Reliable grounding of the apparatus is necessary for protecting it against electrostatic disturbances.
The pendulum movement was recorded online by a personal computer and was displayed in zoomed graphic form on the computer screen. For the recording of the pendulum
movement, an optical measuring system was developed. The sampling period of pendulum
position is adjustable between 0.2 s and 2.0 s; the resolution of the position detector is about 5
- 10 m. The limitation of the pendulum amplitude was realized by using two soft mechanical
breaks with adjustable distances in the range of 15-50 mm.

Graph 5.3.1.: Gravity measurement by quasi-resonance method,
physical pendulum amplitude vs. time.
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Our laboratory was situated at about 500 meters from the nearest road traffic, and in an
environment of low gravitational and mechanical noise. The building of the laboratory is hermetically closed against the outer air draft. Nevertheless, in the foundation of the laboratory,
continuous small mechanical vibrations could be observed, and the coupled vibration energy
was transferred to the pendulum. An important part is not shown in Figure 5.3.1., a plastic
container filled with water, which rides a light plastic damping sheet of about 600 cm2 surface
area connected to the lower arm of the pendulum. This works as a hydraulic damper that
minimizes the high-frequency disturbances. The remaining low-frequency components of the
background noise cause permanent swinging of the pendulum with an amplitude of about 23 mm. To avoid any gravitational noises, no persons should be present in or near the laboratory
during measurements.
Graph 5.3.1. shows one of the successful measurements with the technically refurbished
physical pendulum. The duration of the measurement is approximately 5000 seconds, the
measurement recorded on the computer clearly shows the excitation period, which is the period of the rotating table, 288 seconds. The pendulum's natural period time, according to the
resonance is 72 seconds. The measurement is loaded with external noise; however, noise-free
measurement sections can be selected that can be well evaluated. According to gravity resonance measurement, the gravitational excitation of rotating masses is about 10,000 times
stronger than the Newtonian gravity between resting masses. This is why was introduced for
the gravity of moving masses the concept of dynamic gravity.

5.4. Gravity measure with math pendulum
Video record of the newest gravity experiment [6] is the subject of theoretical analysis in
this work. In the experiment, a 3 kg lead mass is rotated by a bicycle wheel in a circular orbit
with a radius of approx. 11 cm. From the center of gravity of the rotating excitation mass at a
distance of approx. 22 cm, a 100-gram stainless steel rod is hung on a thin fishing line. The 2meter yarn pendulum thus formed hangs in a glass bottle, thus avoiding the disturbing effect
of any external air movement. Surprisingly, the rotating lead mass forces the pendulum mass
to synchronize movement with a significant amplitude, estimated to be at least 2 - 3 mm in the
absence of accurate measurements. Considering the conditions of the experiment, the periodic
excitation force acting on the pendulum can only be of gravitational origin.
The design and implementation of the experiment are probably unique in the world. The
operation of such an experiment to detect gravity is considered by professionals (physicists,
engineers) to be completely impossible, given the extreme weakness of gravity. Nevertheless,
the gravity experiment works successfully, showing gravity orders of magnitude stronger
than Newtonian gravity. It follows from all this that an experiment similar to the one presented
in the video is not found in the literature or on the Internet.
In the drawing, the gravitational excitation mass mg (3 kg of lead) rotates on a horizontal
bicycle wheel driven by a small electromotor belt drive. The speed of the excitation mass can
be controlled by the supply voltage of the electric motor. The set excitation period was 2.5 s.
The author of this work is convinced that the background of this experiment can only be
dynamic gravity. The experience of ordinary life justifies the exclusive realization of Newtonian gravity, from which many conclude that the assumption of the gravitational background
of the experiment is inherently flawed. The majority attribute the operation of the experiment
to external influences, mechanical and/or electromagnetic interference. Few have questioned
how the experiment could indeed be justified if the experiment was a really gravitational effect. One way to do this could be to check the inverse quadratic distance dependence of gravity. Electromagnetic interference can be avoided with an electrically grounded, soft iron vessel
instead of a glass bottle. Mechanical interference can be reduced by rubber insulation as well
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as the entire casing of the excitation unit, etc. It was subsequently confirmed that the application of soft iron shielding did not prevent the successful operation of the experiment.
A subsequently recognized important property of dynamic gravity is that a noticeable
gravitational effect occurs only when all of the interacting masses are in motion. Specifically,
in this experiment, this means that no resonance interaction occurs when the mathematical
pendulum is stopped. The initial movement of the pendulum is required to start the experiment, the experiment does not start from a standing position. Thus, the movement of the pendulum cannot be linked to any external mechanical or electromagnetic interference.
Since the significance of the artificial gravity experiment demonstrated here is probably
will not be widely recognized for a long time, the aim of this work is a theoretically support
the real gravitational background of the experiment. The author has been researched dynamic
gravity for years (previously with high period physical pendulums), the longtime experience
convinced him that dynamic gravity does exist, and has been concerned with its theoretical
proof from the beginning. What is the minimal condition of the effect of the dynamic gravity?
If the interacting bodies have a little acceleration, dynamic gravity will already appear.

Figure 5.4.1.: Schematic drawing of the gravity experiment
mg=excitation mass; mp=pendulum mass; R(t)=distance between masses;
S = shielding (transparent bottle); M=electromotor.
Video of the experiment:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MH4Wnpw3Jlk
Today, unfortunately, there are many experiments and tools on the Internet that obviously violate the laws of physics, but these are mostly based on intentional tricks, at best, bonafide mistakes. Regarding the gravity experiment described here, the designer and implementer of the experiment, the author of the present lines, states that the experiment presented
in the video is actually real, there is no deceptive manipulation in its background.

5.5. Gravity of moving bodies
The nearly 300-year success story of gravity was based on the tacit assumption that the
gravity of moving bodies is the same as the gravity of resting bodies. We know, however, that
stationary and moving charges behave differently: according to electrodynamics, stationary
charges have only an electric field, while the electric field of moving charges is supplemented
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by a magnetic field. The basic experience: the physical behavior of stationary and moving electric charges is different. Is this not the case with the gravity of bodies? The gravity of a moving
body can in principle be different from the gravity of a resting body. The history of Newtonian
gravity seems to refute this.
The many years of history of my gravitational experiments so far have shown that the
gravity of moving bodies still differs from the gravity of resting bodies and, moreover, to a
drastic degree. It should be noted that theoretical physicists dealing with gravity have been
intensively concerned since the beginning of the last century about the possibility that a moving mass may also have a weak magnetic effect (this is called the gravitomagnetic effect [8]).
The “gravitodynamics” created on gravity, a pattern of electrodynamics, predicted a very
weak magnetic effect. (It is important to know that the gravitomagnetic effect has nothing to
do with the well-known seven-day magnetism, so gravitational magnetism has no effect on
the ordinary magnet, and vice versa.)
Einstein's theory of general relativity, like the relativistic theory of gravity, contains inferences about gravitomagnetism, such as the gravitomagnetic effect of a rotating Earth. To experimentally verify this, measurements have been made in the US since 2004 with the help of
artificial moons, which confirmed the claims of general relativity, but it was also obvious from
the beginning that these were very small, barely detectable effects [9].
My studies of dynamic gravity, which indicated gravity orders of magnitude stronger
than Newtonian, showed no resemblance to the phenomena assumed by the gravitomagnetic
theory. Many years of hard spirit work have begun exploring the secret of dynamic gravity, to
determine the force law of dynamic gravity.
The law of dynamic gravity force is important in order to be able to support gravity experiments with calculations. For the measurements, it was used a computer that was able to
record and plot the movement of the physical pendulum in real-time. The measurement data
were numerically available on the computer, these data had to be simulated in the knowledge
of a proper law of force. Eventually, the physical interpretation of dynamic gravity led to success. Surprisingly, the theoretical background of dynamic gravity is much simpler than anyone
would think.
The property of dynamic gravity to occur only between moving bodies requires that the
law of motion also include the velocity and/or acceleration of interacting bodies. Experimental
experience suggesting the phenomenon of dynamic gravity dates back to the early 1990s, and
deciphering the theoretical background of the phenomenon has remained unresolved over the
years. The establishment of encouraging theoretical models has repeatedly seemed successful,
but in the end, these have been called into question over the years, and their rejection soon
followed. Only the considerations of recent years have led to the theory that can now be considered final, the theory of dynamic gravity. The successful experiments so far have been resonance experiments in which the periodic motion of the source masses also caused the periodic
motion of the detector masses. Two theoretical models have led to success in interpreting the
physical background of dynamic gravity: the self-energy background of dynamic gravity and
the force law of dynamic gravity, which is the generalization of Newtonian (static) gravity.
Both theoretical approaches were verified by computer simulation.

5.6. Evaluation of the dynamic gravity experiment
Phenomena related to dynamic gravity and measurement results indicated an order of
magnitude stronger interaction than could be expected from Newtonian gravity. The intermittent repulsive effect of dynamic gravity also posed an additional difficulty in finding the generalized law of Newtonian gravity. The experiments, as well as their theoretical modeling, the
simulative calculations with the supposed gravitational formulae, as with the generalizations
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of Newtonian theory, took years. It is a feature of human nature that if a group of phenomena
seems complex, the researcher also sees its theoretical background as complicate.
Nevertheless, the last found theory of dynamic gravity, which seems at the moment to be
final, is unbelievable simple:
The general force law of dynamic gravity

F = 2a ma M

mM r
; ( r = rm − rM ) .
r2 r

(5.6.1)

where m and M are the interactive masses, r are the distance between them, a m and a M are the
accelerations of the interactive masses, respectively. In the limit case of Newtonian gravity

Inf ( 2amaM ) = −2a02 = −G,

(5.6.2)

where G is the universal constant of Newtonian (attractive) gravity.
The force law of dynamic gravity in the one-dimension experiment (Figure 5.4.1.)

F (t ) = 2a p (t )ag (t )

m p mg
r2

; r = rp (t ) − rg (t ),

(5.6.3)

where rp (t ) is the position vector of the math pendulum mass, rg (t ) is the position vector of
the exciting mass, m p and m g are the interacting masses, a p and a g are the accelerations of
the interacting masses.
In the theoretical study, the experiment can be modeled with two coupled pendulums,
where the amplitude of the excitation pendulum is constant (the radius of the bicycle wheel)
and its frequency is also constant due to the small electric motor drive. In the coupled pendulum model, the motion of the two pendulums can be described by a harmonic oscillating motion, the energy transfer between the two pendulums is maximal, which means a 90-degree
difference in the phase of the two pendulums, i.e.  /2.
Modelled parameters of the simulated experiment in stationer state are

where

a p (t ) =  p2 sin(t −  / 2); ag (t ) =  g 2 sin t,

(5.6.4)

 p = 2.6 mm,  g = 110 mm,  = 2 / T = 2 / 2.5 s.

(5.6.5)

The essence of the force formula is: the dynamic gravity is proportional to the scalar (internal)
product of the accelerations of the interacting masses. The excited pendulum movement was
determined using Verlet method [7] with a computer program solving the differential equation

x + 2x + 2 x = F (t ) / mp ,

(5.6.6)

where  = 1/ 250 s the pendulum damping, 2 = k / mp is the pendulum frequency square.
The computer simulation results are shown in Graph 5.6.1. and Graph 5.6.2. According to the
first graph, the movement of the pendulum follows the movement of the excitation mass with
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a small delay. This means that the dynamic gravitational force is able to provide a nearly synchronous movement of the pendulum. It can be seen from the second graph that the dynamic
gravitational force is alternating between attractive and repulsive periods and tries to maintain
the constant distance between the excitation mass and the pendulum mass, which serves to
preserve the gravitational self-energy of the experiment.
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5.7. Summary
The discovery of dynamic gravity, which has only just taken place, is partly due in part to
chance. In the twentieth century, after Newton's theory of gravity, Einstein's general theory of
relativity completed the theory of classical gravity. The top theory of modern physics today,
the theoretical and experimental background of the Standard Model, made today's thinking
similar to what lived at the end of the 19th century, according to which physics is really ready,
we already know everything, we have an effective theory about everything. The culmination
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of our high-energy experiment was that we were able to find the basis of every particle, the
Higgs boson [10].
Despite all this general belief, this simple, domestic experiment proved that we still do not
know gravity. Perhaps this may also be the reason why the Standard Model does not include
gravity. According to these, our knowledge of classical gravity is also incomplete and it cannot
be ruled out that there may be other unknown gravitational phenomena in addition to dynamic gravity.
The phenomenon of dynamic gravity has remained unknown to this day and there is no
receptivity to it today, as our current knowledge of gravity is so beautiful and round. For this
reason, the question arises as to whether dynamic gravity can be called gravity, but rather
another form of interaction. Many physicists draw parallels between strong interactions and
gravity. Could the dynamic gravity presented in the dissertation be the macroscopic equivalent of a strong interaction?
The essence of the gravitational experiment is that a body rotated at a uniform speed in a
circular orbit creates an artificial gravitational field that circulates with the body

G ( M , r, t ) = − 2

Mr
.
r2 r

(5.7.1)

It follows from the experiments that the phenomenon of dynamic gravity can be related
to the acceleration of bodies. The interacting masses can be called gravitational oscillators, or
gravitational atoms for short. It is known that accelerating charging has continuous energy
radiation (this is cyclotron radiation), which is a continuous energy loss independent of the
environment. In our experiment, the excitation mass gravitationally compensates for the loss
of pendulum motion, and thus radiates energy. The emission of gravitational energy of the
excitation mass rotated by the electric motor is obviously continuous, it cannot depend on the
gravitational receiver, i.e. presence of the mathematical pendulum. The continuous gravitational energy radiation is continuously supplied by the electric motor.
The orbital stability of the Solar System, the planets, suggests that they, as orbiting masses,
have negligible gravitational radiation. This fact seems in contradiction with our experiment.
According to Einstein's general theory of relativity, for example, the Earth's gravitational radiation is on the order of a few hundred watts [11, 12, 13]. Thus, for this reason, the Solar
System itself did not provide spectacular information about the phenomenon of dynamic gravity. But it is our luck, as there was time on Earth for the evolution and survival of the living
world. In other respects, the Newtonian gravitational theory could be built on the stable Solar
System, which depends only on the size and distance of the masses, but apparently does not
depend on their instantaneous acceleration.
The present state of the Solar System seems to be similar to that of the electron of the
hydrogen atom, the orbits of the planets correspond to the orbits of the ground state, and
therefore gravitational energy is not radiated. In short, this means that during the billions of
years of development of the Solar System, the gravitational radiation of the resulting planets
slowly disappears, the current energy of the planets corresponds to the zero-point energy, or
the state is probably close to their zero-point energy.
At the same time, in the case of most galaxies, a gravitational energy coupling is established between the orbiting stars, and in the orbits, the speed of the stars equalizes radially
over time due to the emission of gravitational energy. The experimental radiation curve of
galaxies is still a topic of debate among astronomers to this day, and an invisible, dark matter
halo around the galaxy has been introduced to explain this [14]. Knowing the phenomenon of
dynamic gravity, the assumption of dark matter and other alternative explanations become
unnecessary.
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The video on dynamic gravity presented supports the “existence” of the ether with a classic image, according to which the accelerating mass exerts a congestion pressure to the ether
fluid, which has mediated repulsive effect on the masses in front of it. Regarding gravitational
repulsion, “antigravity” experiments have occasionally appeared on the Internet in past years,
according to which, for example, masses (disks) rotated at high speeds show some weight
force loss. Knowing the formula for the dynamic gravitational force, a disk with high velocity
but opposite direction of rotation should be placed under the high-speed rotating disk, which
according to our formula would significantly reduce the weight force of the upper disk. The
“antigravity” effect would presumably increase if experimenting with rotating mass rings instead of rotating solid disks.
Dynamic gravity can also be used to interpret the long-recognized “sling effect” in spacecraft, in which the utilization of the kinetic energy of planets leads to some energy savings in
space missions [15]. Such a repulsive effect experienced at the spacecraft is most likely related
to the phenomenon of dynamic gravity.
In connection with the topic of dynamic gravity, it is necessary to mention the recently
detected gravitational wave, the source of which was proven to be the fusion of two cosmic
black holes and which is another proof of Einstein's general theory of relativity [16]. Here it is
important to emphasize that Einstein's gravitational wave is a consequence of the “ripple” of
spacetime, the energy radiation of dynamic gravity, which can also be modeled with waves,
is similar to electromagnetic radiation but has nothing to do with spacetime modulation.
Electromagnetic radiation is ultimately generated by oscillating charges, while gravitational radiation is generated by oscillating masses. The oscillating mass-induced wave equation, its free and excited form, is still unknown but can be detected by gravitational receivers
(pendulums). The task of the future is also to define the “gravitational Poynting” vector. It
should be emphasized again that the gravitational wave in question is not the same as the
gravitational wave defined by A. Einstein.
Regarding dynamic gravity, we draw attention here to a lesser-known rare phenomenon,
the generation of gravitational vortices and their very spectacular effects. The dynamic gravitational field created by the rotating mass described here is certainly a vortex structure capable
of carrying rotational energy detached from the gravitational transmitter. This has not been
studied by today's physics, given that the phenomenon of dynamic gravity itself is not known
in “official” physics either. Yet there is the experience of the existence of the vortex phenomenon [17, 18]. The unexpected, violent and chaotic movement of the referred playground swings
can be attributed to gravitational vortices that can occur in distant whirlwinds, tornadoes of
greater or lesser size, and can travel long distances. Today’s science does not deal with such
phenomena because at the level of today’s physical knowledge it cannot explain them.
The gravitational experiment described in the present work, through its simplicity and
visibility, makes it suitable for a simple demonstration of gravity even at the elementary school
level. At present, the presentation of the Cavendish experiment, which determines the gravitational constant, is rare even in universities, probably due to the slowness and easy vulnerability of the torsional pendulum experiment.
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VI. QUANTUM GRAVITY
6.1. Introduction
Currently, increased interest is seen in the properties of Quantum Gravity in order to its
foundation in both theoretical and experimental areas. The currently favored Standard Model,
which unifies the basic physical interactions into a single theoretical framework, does not contain the gravitational interaction. The root of this problem is the fact that the most advanced
theory of gravity, Einstein's general theory of relativity neither in vision nor in the mathematical formulation can be linked to the philosophy of modern quantum physics.
In recent decades, most attempts related to unifying the gravity and the other fundamental physical interactions into a common theoretical description are associated with the various
intention to increase the dimension of the well-known four-dimensional (relativistic) spacetime. These so-called string theories and membrane theories use very complicated mathematical tools; in addition, the experimental support can seem hopeless, since its assumed effects
appear in unobservable small space-time domains.
By simpler theoretical considerations, the quantum of the gravitational field, if it exists at
all, is a spin-2, the massless particle would be called “graviton”, by analogy with the photon.
The direct detection of the graviton has so far been not available due to its estimated extremely
low energy. It seems that in the other fields successfully used methods of quantum mechanics
(QM) and quantum field theories did not lead to breakthrough results. In the passage of time,
the returning failures of these attempts incite us to approach the problem with completely
different physical considerations.
About two hundred and fifty years ago for the known planets, the so-called Titius-Bode
rule (T-B rule) has been found which describes the approximate distances of the planets from
the Sun with exponentially quantized function [1, 2, 3]. The semi-major axes of the planets in
the astronomical unit are approximately

an  0.4 + 0.3  2n ; (n = −, 0, 1, 2, ).

(6.1.1)

In the case of the innermost planet (Mercury), the exponent n is minus infinity (in this case the
second term is zero), but for the other planets, the second term in the formula includes nonnegative exponents of integers. Especially in the case of the Earth n = 1, when the formula
gives a unit value for the Sun-Earth distance, according to the definition of the astronomical
distance unit. For details, we find a lot of information on the Internet.
The aim of the present work is a new, alternative physical interpretation of T-B rule, which
would be a starting point of the final “Quantum Gravity Theory”. Over the past centuries, and
over in recent decades a number of attempts have been made to decipher the physical background of T-B rule. Unfortunately, disturbing evidence exists, that for the moons of the planets
in the Solar System the T-B rule only partially or not at all satisfied in some cases, but the
exponential distance distribution is seemed to be their common property [4].
Physicists, astronomers cannot see any new physical law in the T-B rule, since the Solar
System billions of years developed through chaotic, dissipative processes, a series of random
mass collisions, which played a crucial role in the generation of the Solar System. However,
some physicists accept the existence of some kind of regularity trends which are interpreted
as “path resonances” [5]. In their view this is the direct consequence of the long gravitational
couplings between the planets, which resulted in for the orbital radii simple rational fractions
as 1 : 2, 2 : 3, 2 : 5, etc.
Table 6.1.1. gives the results of T-B rule calculations including the real and calculated
planetary distances; the relative errors of the calculated values are shown as percentages.
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Table 6.1.1.: Demonstration of the Titius-Bode rule
Over the past centuries, and over in recent decades a number of attempts have been made
to decipher the physical background of T-B rule. Unfortunately, disturbing evidence exists,
that for the moons of the planets in the Solar System the T-B rule only partially or not at all
satisfied in some cases, but the exponential distance distribution is seemed to be their common
property [4]. Some physicists and the author of the present work think of a deeper physical
law behind the T-B rule. On the Internet and especially in recognized astronomical journals as
well there are many references, scientific articles related to the theoretical modeling of this
mysterious behavior of the planet’s orbits. In this work, we are trying to understand the T-B
rule by a supposed quantum property of gravity. It should be noted, that we are not the first
to combine gravity with the macroscopic manifestations of quantum mechanics, see [6,...,10].

6.2. The exponential approximation
Many authors in the literature conclude that the distribution of the distances of the planets
around the Sun, by the mathematical essence is a typical exponential distribution [11, 12, 13].
The concerned physicists try to explain the very physical cause by different theories, but really
reassuring and generally accepted theory does not exist to this day. The planetary system was
formed during milliards of years, and we all can agree that in this period random processes
played a decisive role. However, this long period also allowed, due to until now unknown
property of gravity, to form the exponential distribution of the distances for the majority of
planets and planet’s moons with, of course, limited accuracy. In this light, there is an obvious
thing to fit an exponential function to the known planetary distances, which has been realized
also in the recent past in many places. However, we cannot speak about a final canonized
result in this respect. In the first step, our research group assumed a full exponential distance
distribution for the enumerable planets of the Solar System calculating with the distance data
of Table 6.1.1.

an = a0  n ; (n = 1, 2, 3, 10),

(6.2.1)

where n = 1 belongs to the distance of the most inner planet Mercury (i.e. semi-major axis of
the ellipse). The further planetary distances belong to the powers n = 2, 3, 4,..., etc. The result
of the math fitting
a0 = 0.2108...;  = 1.7078...;  = 0.130... = 13%.
(6.2.2)
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It cannot be said that the obtained standard deviation σ is too large or too small, but if we insist
that the exponential distribution cannot be a coincidence; the 13 percent of the standard deviation confirms our belief.
Of course, an additional examination has been carried out, when we omitted from the
calculation some “irregular” planets. Regrettably, this way led not to a significant improvement of the (6.2.1) exponential rule. Now we exemplify it with two calculations. In the first
example, we omitted from the calculation the Uranus and Neptune

a0 = 0.2211...;  = 1.6799...;  = 0.099... = 9.9%.

(6.2.3)

In the second example, it was omitted from the calculation five planets, namely Venus, Mars,
Saturn, Uranus, Neptune planets. The matching result is

a0 = 0.2207...;  = 1.6778...;  = 0.052... = 5.2%.

(6.2.4)

The obtained results indicate that the a0 and α constants did not change significantly by omitting of “irregular” planets, however, the accuracy of the fitted exponential model improved
noticeably. These facts ultimately contribute to our belief that in the background of Titius-Bode
rule an unknown, surely important real physical law hides.

6.3. Refining the Titius-Bode rule
The fitted exponential functions of the planetary distances described in the previous chapter contain only one “quantum number”. In this relation, however, an important question
arises whether there can be such exponential functions with two or more quantum numbers
that are capable of calculating planetary distances more accurately than the simple exponential
formula (6.2.1). The mathematical relevance of the question is whether we are able to discover
such functions. The other side of this question is far more important, namely whether there
can be found such a multi-quantum-variable function which, in one way or another, can be
connected to a real or perceivably real physical explanation. On the Internet we have found
these kinds of functions for descriptions of planetary distances completed more or less with
the analysis of the physical background; for example [14,...,17].
In the last short period, regarding the mathematical point of view, we found surprisingly good
mathematical functions for the high precision description of planetary distances. Each of these
has two quantum numbers, which we named by principal quantum number (n) and orbital
quantum number (j) corresponding to the analogy of the well-known quantum numbers of the
hydrogen atom. The studies to date, considering successful for the quantized distance functions are the following
1./ The first example of the distance function contains two fitting parameters

an  a 0 (  n +  j ) ; ( n = 1, 2,..., N ; j = 0, 1,..., N − 1) .

(6.3.1)

In the fitting procedure, it was taken into account all the distance data from Table 6.1.1. The
obtained fitting parameters and the standard deviation of the model

a0 = 0.143913...;  = 1.746846...;  = 0.0271... = 2.71%.
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To understand the above statement correctly, each planet's distance is assigned with two
quantum numbers that are specific to the given planet. Despite this surprisingly simple formula, depending on only two fitting parameters, gives very good values for the real planetary
distances. The only problem with this formula is that in the case j = 0, it does not return to the
quantized exponential function (6.2.1), which we have studied in the previous chapter.
2./ The second example of the distance function contains three fitting parameters (Table 6.3.1.)

an = a 0n− j ; ( n = 1, 2,...N ; j = 0, 1,...N −1) .

(6.3.3)

It can be seen that in the case j = 0, this formula returns the tested exponential function (6.2.1)
in the previous section. The fitted result is also accurate for the planetary distances; the relative
standard deviation is around 2.3 percent

a0 = 0.220153...;  = 1.813371...;  = 1.157176...;  = 0.0228... = 2.28%.

(6.3.4)

Table 6.3.1.: Generalization of T-B rule
with the double quantum-numbered calculation model of (6.3.3).
In advance, it is important to mention, that this latter introduced distance function exactly
corresponds to our newly established quantized model of gravity based on the old quantum
theory of Bohr-Sommerfeld.
Remark: The fitting procedure of the above-shown distance functions has been realized by
method “Monte-Carlo”. For the calculation of the standard deviation of the fitted planet distances have been used the formula
2

1 N  an − an 
=
 .

N − 1 n=1  an 

(6.3.5)

In expression the real planet distances are represented by an , the calculated planet distances
are represented by an and finally N is the number of the planets that have been involved in
the calculation.
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6.4. The “wave nature” of the matter
In the previous chapter, the planet's distances have been described by a double quantumnumbered formula that reminds us of the quantum mechanical model of the hydrogen atom.
The simple fact that the planets occupy approximately exponentially quantized orbits around
the Sun, itself does not imply any genetic link to quantum mechanics. However, we are going
to show that the exponential distribution of the planetary orbits is intrinsically connected to
the previous version of quantum mechanics; namely to the old quantum theory. This new
recognition is indeed a possible scientific direction to a really solid foundation of the longsought quantum theory of gravity. In the following, we show that our unusual way leads to
the surely real physical interpretation of the Titius-Bode law.
The starting point of the old quantum theory is known as Bohr-Sommerfeld (B-S) quantization theory [19,…, 21]. In the B-S theory, the quantization of a closed physical system can be
realized by the following rule

S=

 p dq
i

i

= ni h; (i = 1, 2, 3,...; ni = 1, 2, 3,...),

(6.4.1)

where pi are the momentum components of the particles, qi are the coordinates of the particles,
i is the freedom degree of the system, and h is Planck’s constant. The quantum numbers ni are
positive integers and the integral is taken over one period of the motion at constant energy (as
described by the Hamiltonian). The integral S is an area in the phase space, which quantity
called “action” and quantized in units of Planck's constant. For this reason, Planck's constant
was often called the “elementary quantum of action”. By the physical model of CHAPTER II.
Planck’s constant is equal to the lowest matter frequency.
The initial successes of the B-S theory fed high hopes the understanding quantum phenomena, for example using this theory, successfully has been derived the known quantized
energy levels of the harmonic oscillator, and perhaps the most important result was the clarifying of Bohr's atomic model. A little later a relativistic formulation has been applied for this
model by A. Sommerfeld, which got the name B-S quantization. The “relativistic atom-model”
led to the interpretation of the fine structure of the hydrogen spectrum, which remained appropriate also today. At the same time, despite all effort, the B-S quantization was not suitable
for the description of the energy spectra of two- or many-electron atoms, for the general solution have had to wait until the middle of the 1920s, the birth of QM.
The first real outbreak came in 1925 in this field, when an epoch-making article of W. Heisenberg appeared in which he gave a really operable mathematical background for the description of quantum phenomena. Heisenberg assigned infinite-dimensional matrices to the physical quantities (coordinates, momentums) hence the name of his theory is matrix mechanics.
E. Schrödinger in 1926 found another version of QM, what has been named wave mechanics
and it was equivalent to Heisenberg’s matrix mechanics as Schrödinger himself showed from
the beginning. The basic idea of wave mechanics came from a French physicist, namely from
Louis de Broglie, who already in 1924 created the theory of electron waves, at that time without
any remarkable scientific echo [22]. Today, de Broglie's concept of matter waves is fully accepted by the physicist’s community.
De Broglie's idea of matter waves was based on the theory of special relativity (SRT). In
1900 Planck showed that the most experimentally known laws of the thermal (black body)
radiation can be interpreted only by quantized energy radiation

E = h  .

(6.4.2)

Here = h / 2 is Planck’s constant,  = 2 is the frequency of the thermal (electromagnetic)
radiation. For the light propagation, SRT gives a basic equation (c is the speed of light)
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E 2 − ( cpx ) − ( cp y ) − ( cpz ) = 0.
2

2

2

(6.4.3)

De Broglie generalized this equation accounting Planck’s result

p p  =

2

k k  = 42 (1/ T 2 − c 2 /  2x − c 2 /  2y − c 2 /  2z ) = 0,

(6.4.4)

De Broglie supposed that this equation must also be met for the rest-massive particles, especially electrons as well. According to relativity, the above equation will change into the next
form

p p = 2k k  = m2c4 .

(6.4.5)

In this case, this equation associates the mass with some kind of wave, which is called
matter wave today. De Broglie's important outcome can be found in the majority of textbooks
in a simplified form (this is the de Broglie wavelength)

 = h / p = h / mv,

(6.4.6)

where p is the momentum, m is the mass and v is the velocity of the particle. A simple calculation can easily show that the wavelengths of the macroscopic bodies are unobservable short.
However, in the case of the electron has a very small mass, its matter wave can be detected
with an interference experiment [23]. But Broglie’s hypothesis of the matter-wave was initially
difficult to accept. In addition to the experimentally detected electron interference, the existence of the material wave was also indirectly confirmed by E. Schrödinger's wave equation.

6.5. The “wave-gravity” hypothesis
After the overwhelming success of the initial results of the obscured preliminary quantum
theory; the Bohr-Sommerfeld (B-S) quantization rule remained only a curiosity of the physics
history. Understandably, de Broglie's theory of matter waves was not taken into account later
in the obsolete B-S quantization method. However, this old quantization method is able to give
a new, very interesting physical outcome. Continuing the use of relativistic notation, the B-S
quantization of the matter waves can be written into a simple form

S=



3

p dx =  k dx =  n( ) = nh; (n = 1, 2, 3,...).

(6.5.1)

=0

By this condition, the “action integral” S is associated with the matter-wave can be only a
whole-number multiple of the Planck’s constant h. In the usual procedure of the B-S quantization the momentum components must express in the function of the coordinates, the only
question remains what the matter-wave vector dependence is on the space-time coordinates.
It is important to note that both sides of the above equation have action dimension (energy x
time), so the loop integral can only be a dimensionless quantity. Clear that the simplest choice
of the matter-wave vector satisfying the (6.5.1) quantum condition is the following

k = 1 / x0 , 1 / x1, 1 / x2 , 1 / x3 ,
where the space-time four-vector usually has the form
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x =  x0 , x1 , x2 , x3 =  ct , x, y, z.

(6.5.3)

Using the above definitions, the B-S quantization condition can be written

S

dx

k dx

3

h

x

n(

)

n h ; (n

1, 2, 3,...).

(6.5.4)

0

We shall use the B-S quantization rule for the macroscopic physical system in the following
format

S

D(

dx
)

3

C

x

n(

)

n C ; (n

1, 2, 3,...).

(6.5.5)

0

where C is “action” dimensioned, unknown yet constant having only positive value. Applying
the usual space-time metric, this condition can be written

S

ST

SR

dx0
x0

D(0)

3

D( a )

dxa
xa

a 1

n C; n

1, 2, 3,... .

(6.5.6)

This quantum condition is equivalent to the next two conditions

ST

SR

D( a )

dx0
x0

D(0)
3

dxa
xa

a 1

n C;
3

C

n( a )

n

n(0)

1, 2, 3,.. ;

C j; j

0, 1, 2,.., n 1 .

(6.5.7a)

(6.5.7b)

a 1

The requirement for the j quantum variable in the last equation provides the action S will be
positive in all circumstances. Firstly, we investigate the time component (6.5.7a). The loop integral, in this case, means that the movement is periodical with finite periods

ST

T

dx0
x0

D(0)

DT
T0

dt
t

n C; n

1, 2, 3,... .

(6.5.8)

It is useful to replace the time variable for the distance variable with the help of a simple integral transformation. Supposing that the velocity of the matter-wave is equal to a constant v,
we can introduce new variables

R0

vT0 ; RA

vT ; dt

dr / v; 1 / t

v /r,

(6.5.9)

which leads to the quantum condition
T

ST

DT
T0

dt
t

RA

DT
R0

dr
r

C n; n

1, 2, 3,... .
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Important to mention the transformed integral does not depend on the velocity of the matterwave. On the other hand, knowing that the T-B rule is related to the gravitationally central
forced Solar System, we can suppose the spatial quantum condition (6.5.7b) depends on only
the radial distance from the gravitational center

SR

3

D( a )

RB

dxa
xa

a 1

DR
R0

dr
r

j C; j

0, 1, 2,..., n 1 .

(6.5.11)

Based on the above the total macroscopic action integral will be
RA

S

DT
R0

n

dr
r

RB

DR
R0

1, 2, 3,..; j

dr
r

(n

j) C

0;

(6.5.12)

0, 1, 2,..., n 1 .

Introducing the constants

CT

C / DT ; C R

C / DR ,

(6.5.13)

the (6.5.12) quantum condition gets a simple form
RA

R0

dr
r

RB

R0

dr
r

CT n C R j

0; n

1, 2, 3,..; j

0, 1, 2,..., n 1 .

(6.5.14)

The evaluation of the integrals leads to the next result

ln

RA
RB

CT n C R j

0; n

1, 2, 3,..; j

0, 1, 2,..., n 1 ,

(6.5.15)

what is equivalent with the next exponential form

RA
n

exp CT n ;

j

RB exp CT n C R j
exp

CR j ; n

RB

n

1, 2, 3,..; j

j

;
0, 1, 2,..., n 1 .

(6.5.16)

This final result in case j = 0 is the same that we have got empirically for the planet’s distances
in (6.2.1)

an

a0

n

; an

RA ; a0

RB ; n

1, 2, 3,... .

(6.5.17)

The (6.5.16) entire formula is the same as the double quantum-numbered planet’s distance
function that was presented in the third chapter with the (6.3.3) formula

an

a0

n

j

; an

RA ; a0

RB ; n

1, 2, 3,..; j

0, 1, 2,..., n 1 .

(6.5.18)

With this simple way, we managed to find success the real physical background of the exponential distance distribution of the planets of the Sun System. This solution is based on the old
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Bohr-Sommerfeld quantum theory. Having regard to the fact that the essence of our introduced model is closely linked to the de Broglie matter wave theory, we have named our new
model “Wave-Gravitational Theory”. This term emphasizes that our model is far from the
original Quantum Mechanics what appearance is known today. At this level there is no sense
to introduce the basic concepts of the QM; however, some initiative exists to do this, for example in [15].

6.6. Restoration of the Titius-Bode law
In this chapter, the interpretation of the Titius-Bode rule is based on quantum theory. This
study demonstrated that the planets in the Solar System show an approximately exponentially
quantized distance dependence from the Sun as the center of their orbit. This is a macroscopic
proof of the generally accepted belief that nature is in its entirety a quantized property.
The quantum nature can be explored and studied with quantization laws, procedures,
and mathematical tools. The development of quantum physics has historically taken place in
two phases, the first phase beginning with Planck's law of radiation and being completed with
the understanding of the spectrum of the hydrogen atom, the Bohr-Sommerfeld relativistic
hydrogen atom model. The second phase of quantum physics, which continues to this day, is
quantum mechanics, which placed the initial results of quantum theory on an exact physical
and mathematical basis.
An artificially magnified problem in today’s physics is the lack of quantum mechanics of
gravity. When can we talk about a quantum mechanical model in today's physics? According
to today’s entrenched view, the quantum mechanical model of a physical system must contain
Planck’s constant, and the Hamiltonian function of the system must exist. The “canonical
quantization” of the physical system requires the replacement of coordinates and momentums
with non-commutative operators in the Hamiltonian.
Looking for the beginning of the development of quantum mechanics, the born of it was
based on the observation that certain physical quantities represent a set of discrete values. The
simplest examples are the electron, proton, and elementary particle masses. But the gravitational constant, the speed of light, and Planck’s constant also have a fixed (discrete) value.
Titius-Bode rule defines the spectrum of planetary distances with greater or lesser accuracy, so in this sense, the Solar System is also a quantum mechanical system, although it does
not require the use of Planck’s constant and non-commutative operators to describe it. In general terms, any physical system should be considered a quantum system (quantum mechanical
system) that exhibits a discrete spectrum in some of its characteristics (typically in its energy).
In the case of macroscopic systems, these discrete spectra can only be realized approximately,
in other words, the quantization of nature appears as a trend in macroscopic systems.
Our statement is that according to the general concept of quantum mechanics, the TitiusBode rule corresponds maximally to the quantum mechanics of gravity, therefore it is customary to use the ever-expanding wording of the law instead of the rule. It would be particularly
important to formulate a clear quantization rule in defining the quantum mechanics of gravity.
We are also lucky in this; the author of the present work recognized the importance of the
number Q = 2 / 9 in physics. Some members of the Q-based geometric series are related to basic
physical constants dimensioned in SI, and with the help of the Quantized Mass Oscillator
(QMO) introduced in CHAPTER IV. the ground and excited states of the nuclei were accurately calculated.
In the following, it will briefly show that the exact quantization of the orbits of the planets
in the Solar System is based on QPHYSICS (CHAPTER I.). The law of motion of the planets,
according to Newtonian theory
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(6.6.1)

where M is the mass of the Sun and mn are the masses of the planets. Fortunately, in Newton’s
planetary theory, the planetary masses are eliminated, so the radii of the planet’s orbits are
theoretically unaffected. No other interfering factors arise during the gravitational quantization of the Solar System. According to QPHYSICS (CHAPTER I.), the quantization of the Mass
Oscillator may be as follows
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(6.6.2)

(The exact quantization of the MO can be found in CHAPTER IV.)
Knowing this, the quantization of gravity with the simplest way can be solved by the third
law of Kepler [30]
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where Tn are the circulatory periods of the planets and an are semi-major axles of them.
We have two key options for the canonical quantization of gravity. The mass, i.e. the frequency
square can be quantized according to (6.6.2)
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of which is the result of quantization of planetary distances

an = a0 n ; ( = Q −1/3 = 1.650963..., n = 0, 1, 2, ).

(6.6.5)

which corresponds well to the exponential planetary distance approximation by (6.2.1).
Another possibility of canonical quantization of gravity corresponds to Titius-Bode law
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which corresponds to the original planetary distance distribution has given by the T-B law

an = a0 n ; ( = Q −1/ 2 = 2.121320..., n = 0, 1, 2, ).

(6.6.7)

By quantizing gravity, we came to the near the same result as Titius-Bode law, the planetary
distances increasing by quantized powers of value close to 2.
Further astronomical studies will provide an answer to the final decision on the canonical
quantization of gravity. For example, if there are no other confounding conditions, the canonical gravitational quantization law should be valid also to the “exoplanets”.

6.7. Summary
In this study, we have given a possible physical interpretation of the Titius-Bode rule what
can be a starting point of the final “Quantum Gravity Theory” in the future. The basic of the
presented theory is an application of the old Bohr-Sommerfeld relativistic quantization. We
have involved the well-known matter wave theory of de Broglie for the imposition of the B-S
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quantum condition, namely joining the momentum four-vector with the matter-wave fourvector. For this quantum condition, the involvement of the original Planck’s constant is not
needed for cases of macroscopic gravitational systems. This choice opened up the possibility
of the extension of this quantization method for the macroscopic physical systems, especially
for the Solar System.
In this way, we have obtained the “allowed orbits” of planets, that have been experienced
very earlier and remained to date unsolvable mystic named as Titius-Bode rule. We have titled
this new theoretical construction shortly by Wave-Gravitational Theory. The undeniable simplicity and dominance of the wave-gravity phenomena in nature is very surprising.
In this chapter, the excessive requirements of the canonized quantum mechanical description have been simplified. To describe the quantum mechanics of quantum gravity, only two
basic requirements need to be met: one of the physical parameters of the gravitational system
forms an approximately discrete series of numbers (quantization), and the rule of quantization
is clearly defined in a unique method. The planets of the Solar System, the moons of the planets, meet these requirements with more or less accuracy. The quantization rule of gravity corresponds to the Quantized Mass Oscillator definition introduced in CHAPTER IV., which has
also proved successful for the quantum mechanical description of atoms (nuclei). This fact
connects the universal quantized behavior of microworld and macroworld. It also means that
the mechanism of action of the nuclear (strong) interaction and the gravitational interaction
rest on the same basis. The successful introduction of the concept of the mass oscillator expresses the general quantized property of matter, which has been fundamentally proven now.
In recent years, the newly explored “exosolar systems” contain “exoplanets” which have also
exponential orbit distributions by the observations [24,…,29]. All the results of this study and
the recently observed orbital distributions of the exoplanets further strengthen our belief in
the true physical origin of the Titius-Bode law.
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VII. LIGHT & GRAVITY
7.1. Introduction
It is often noticed that the Newtonian relation for gravity bears a striking resemblance to
that of electrostatics, i.e. Coulomb’s law

Gravity  Fg = −G

mM
qQ
 Fes = k 2  Electrostatics
2
r
r

(7.1.1)

This formal similarity has long inspired many physicists and researchers to prove that
gravity is of electromagnetic origin. However, attempts to prove so far have all failed. However, if someone were able to trace the origin of gravity back to electromagnetism, it would
solve the problem of quantum gravity, which was still unsolved, the quantization of gravity
would be the same as quantum electrodynamics. Closely related to the similarity of the law of
gravity and the Coulomb’s law of magnetostatics. Based on all these empirical facts, the author
hypothesizes that all fundamental interactions in nature (including electro-weak and nuclear
interactions) are proportional to the product of the extensive properties of the interacting objects.
There are two important facts about the interaction between gravity and electromagnetism, the first one is the deflection of light in gravitational space [1]. The second important
fact is also from Einstein’s general theory of relativity; the gravitational redshift of light [2],
which has been confirmed by a laboratory experiment [3].
The fact that gravity has an effect on light, more generally, the gravity has an effect on
electromagnetism, suggests that electromagnetism can also have an effect on gravity. However, these statements can in no way justify the assumption that gravity is caused by electromagnetism. Of course, the reverse cannot be said either, or in short, gravity and electromagnetism have no proven common roots. This is the position of physics today, but it is possible
that in the future they will find the common root of gravity and electromagnetism, i.e. the
unification of the theory of gravity and electromagnetism, similar to the history of the birth of
the known electroweak interaction [4].
Why are the issues raised here important? From a practical point of view, the possibility
of whether gravity can be modulated electromagnetically by some way mode with the application of electrical energy has long been investigated. Within this, the most exciting question
is whether Earth’s gravity could be reduced by any electromagnetic means, which is the essence of has existed since old times antigravity research. These researches appear to have led
to modest results so far. There is nothing left but to do further research into the physical relationship between gravity and electromagnetism. Until the desired antigravity goal is achieved,
if at all, there is still a lot of work to be done, with the goal of clarifying the physical details
through elementary experiments.
This CHAPTER VII. contains a summary report of a special Hungarian gravity experiment regarding the gravitational effect caused by thermal radiation, i.e. by electromagnetic
radiation. It’s a good idea before it to recall some memorable experiments using electricity for
the reduction of the Earth’s gravity field.

7.2. The major electro-gravity experiments
The history of physics has long been accompanied by a series of attempts to influence
gravity by electromagnetic means, in short, to reduce the gravitational field of the Earth. These
attempts can be called antigravity experiments, the effectiveness of which is still debatable.
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More generally, the implementation of gravity modulation, artificial gravity, gravitational propulsion, antigravity, etc. by the method of electromagnetic interaction.
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Brown, T. T.: was an American inventor (1905 - 1985) whose research into odd electrical effects led him to believe he had discovered a connection between strong electric fields and gravity, a type of antigravity effect. Instead of being an antigravity
force, what Brown observed has generally been attributed to electro-hydrodynamics,
the movement of charged particles that transfers their momentum to surrounding
neutral particles in the air, also called „ionic drift” or „ionic wind”. For most of
Brown’s life, he attempted to develop devices based on his ideas, trying to promote
them for use by industry and the military. The phenomena came to be called the
„Biefeld-Brown effect” and „electrogravitics” [5 – 8].
Podkletnov, E.: In 1996, Russian émigré scientist Eugene Podkletnov was about to
publish a peer-reviewed article in the respected British Journal of Physics-D - proving,
he laimed, that gravity could be negated. The details can be found in [9, 10].
Podkletnov, E. and G. Modenese: “Impulse Gravity Generator Based on Charged
YBa2Cu3O7−y Superconductor with Composite Crystal Structure” [11].
Podkletnov, E. and G. Modenese: “Investigation of high voltage discharges in low pressure gases through large ceramic superconducting electrodes” (Generation of gravitational waves!) [12].
Naudin, Jean-Louis: The Lifter-Craft project. The purpose of the Lifter-Craft project is
to build an electro kinetic flying craft which uses the Biefeld-Brown effect. This craft
will be able to fly silently, without moving parts and will be propelled by electrical
energy... The details can be found in [13].
Stavros, Dimitriou: The Stavros” RF pendulum experiment. An electromagnetic interaction with the gravity field Courtesy of Dimitriou Stavros by Jean-Louis Naudin,
created on September 3rd, 2000 - JLN Labs. The details can be found in [14].
Rancourt, Louis: It is shown in the first part that when a 30_ laminar beam of 1.5 W
red laser light passes between a freely moving mass on a torsion pendulum and a
fixed mass, there is an increase of the attraction between the two masses. In the second part, when a laminar light beam passes close to a freely moving single mass on
a torsion pendulum, the mass will move toward the light beam (2011). The details
can be found in [15].
Chungpin Liao and Hsiangming Tsai: Einstein's geometric theory of gravity was paraphrased by John Wheeler in essentially two statements: Spacetime tells matter how
to move, and matter tells spacetime how to curve. With matter including light, the
first statement has been widely explored and evidenced in various types of experiments. Though not as obvious, however, in the second statement, matter should in
principle include light, as proclaimed by Einstein's Special Theory of Relativity. This
current research aimed to put the second statement under strict quantitative examination using light as the effective gravitating mass. The results showed, however,
that even a dim light, of almost negligible equivalent effective mass, played overly
significant role in Newton's gravitational formula, i.e., the enhancement of the gravitational constant. Thus, though replete with successes on gargantuan scales, the
General Relativity theory appears to be untenable when confronting influence from
tiny bits of photons [16].
Aquino, Fran De: Experimental set-up to check the decreasing of the Gravitational
Mass in Metallic Discs subjected to an alternating voltage of extremely low frequency. Published in 2019. The details can be found in [17].
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7.3. The Hungarian experiment
A few years ago, our research team used a mathematical pendulum to study dynamic
gravity (CHAPTER V.) in a laboratory installed in a gravitationally noise-free location in a
remote village. During the investigations, one of the colleagues was called on a mobile phone,
and there was a clear disturbance in the movement of the operating pendulum, appearing in
the computer monitor. The cell phone was about a meter and a half away from the mass of the
math pendulum. For the operating pendulum, the telephone call was clearly identifiable by
the phase and amplitude modulation of the pendulum motion.
In physics, the math pendulum generally is not applied for the measurement of gravity
except that of the local gravitational acceleration measurement. Knowing the newly explored
dynamic gravity properties it became evident that the simple math pendulum must be a really
good instrument for the study of dynamic gravity. At first glance, it seems that our claim is
not supported by everyday experience. But, examine the pendulum movement in more detail.
For example, chaotic motion, a few millimeters in amplitude, can be observed, obviously due
to outside disturbances. In this situation, we are not sure whether this small pendulum motion
is caused exclusively by the air draft, mechanical noise, or maybe the unknown dynamic gravitational effect.
The disturbing effect of air movement can be terminated if we put the pendulum into a
closed box. The effect of external vibrations can be reduced significantly if there is a narrow
resonance curve of the pendulum. This latter condition is not achieved by a single pendulum;
a series of weakly coupled pendulums must be used. Finally, we have established a simple
instrument for the detection of dynamic gravity which contains only two weakly coupled pendulums

Figure 7.3.1.: The measurement of dynamic gravity by weakly coupled pendulums,
m1 = m2 =150 grams (principal scheme).
The dynamic gravity detector (receiver) is realized by two plain parallel ceramic tiles suspended to the ceiling with fishing lines about 3-meter longs (pendulum period T ≈ 3.5 s). The
tiles form coupled pendulums, with narrow resonance curves, avoiding any capture of environmental mechanical and gravitational noise. The mass of the tiles is about 150-150 grams
with dimensions 120 x 120 x 5 mm. The gap between the tiles is about 5 mm. The weak mechanical coupling between the tiles is realized by the air gap inside them. D1 and D2 are optical
displacement detectors without any mechanical contacts with the tiles. The signals of the detectors are processed by a personal computer working in real-time. The typical amplitude of
the ceramic tiles is about 20 microns in the normal ground state.
The gravitational transmitter is a simple pendulum, with the same frequency as the coupled pendulum receiver. The transmitter mass Ms is about 6 kg made of lead. The distance
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between the transmitter and receiver is about R = 4 meters. After a little pushing of the transmitter mass, the receiver gives a disturbance signal to the computer. In the case of resonance,
the amplitude of the tiles rises up to 3 - 4 mm. The appropriate shielding of the gravitational
receiver is very important. The optimal condition, for the successful experiment, is a low vibration and gravity noise environment.
As it was mentioned in the beginning of this section, that the successfully tested new gravity detector is sensitive not only to the moving masses, but also to the cell phone call, and by
the further investigations; variable intensity of light and heat as well. In addition, this dynamic
gravity detector is sensitive to a small grinding machine when it is turned on and off. It is
important to note that the elimination of direct electromagnetic interference in the measurement electronics was considered as a priority. this means that the disturbances measured by
the pendulum were exclusively of dynamic gravitational origin.
This simple instrument can detect a wind storm even from a distance of 50-100 km demonstrated by increased swinging amplitude. This phenomenon is obviously due to the dynamical
gravitational effect of the movement of huge air masses.
Figure 7.3.2. demonstrates a successfully realized dynamic gravity experiment with a
flashing lamp (5 W power in R = 4 m distance) which serves as a source of dynamic gravity.
The flashing frequency was set to produce the maximum amplitude of the coupled pendulums, which means that the use of the resonance method also contributed to the successful
measurement.

Figure 7.3.2.: Measuring dynamic gravity
caused by flashing lamp (principal scheme).
In summary, the new gravity detector is sensitive to all energy density changes in its surrounding space, which are produced by all kinds of time-dependent energy sources, even those from
long distances. The iron-shield box ensures that only the gravitational component of light and
thermal radiation reaches the coupled pendulums.

7.4. The evaluation of the experiment
The dynamic gravitational force described in CHAPTER V. is used to evaluate the experiment. In the implemented experiment we used a flashing incandescent lamp, in the theoretical
calculation the power supply of the lamp is simulated with a sinusoidal current. In the force
law of dynamic gravity, the dynamic gravitational effect of an incandescent lamp is taken into
account in relation to its electrical power, namely in proportion to the square of the current
flowing through the lamp. The coupled math pendulums form a mechanical resonator having
mass the sum of the component masses of the coupled pendulums, i.e. 300 g.
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For the simulation of measurement was solved the second order inhomogeneous differential
equation [18]

x + 2x + 2 x = F (t ) / m = f (t ),

(7.4.1)

where x(t) is the pendulum movement,  is the pendulum’s angular speed, λ is the damping
factor (= 1 / 300 s) and F(t) is the periodical excitation force acting to the pendulum. The function f(t) is the “force density”.
In the experiment, the yarn length of the two coupled pendulums was approximately 3
meters, and the period time due to the excitation was a good approximation of 3.5 seconds. The
excitation force intensity of the pendulum was determined based on the general formula of
dynamic gravity, taking into account the design of the present experiment, in which the excitation gravitational force was provided by an incandescent lamp of sinusoidally varying intensity. The simulation of the dynamic gravity experiment led to success with the following
force

F (t ) = 2

m p a p  M ex aex
R2

2

m p a p  QPex
R2

; (Q = 2 / 9),

(7.4.2)

where mp is the pendulum mass, ap is the pendulum acceleration, Mex is the excitation mass, aex
is the acceleration of the excitation mass (SI system).
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Figure 7.4.1.: ■ Incandescent lamp excitation (Pex),
♦ Pendulum movement (mm).
According to the general formula of dynamic gravity, the dynamic gravitational force is
proportional to the product of the interacting masses and their accelerations. In the special
case of Newtonian gravity, the product of the accelerations is always negative (attraction) and
is equal to the Newtonian universal gravitational constant: G. In the present experiment, the
excitation contribution of the incandescent lamp is clearly has been determined, partly with
the successful simulation, partly with theoretical foundation; the electrical power of the incandescent lamp multiplied by the factor Q = 2 / 9.
This also means that the part of the power of electromagnetic radiation Q = 0.222..., i.e.
22% part is the gravitational power radiation. Given that electromagnetic radiation contains a
wide spectrum of electromagnetic waves, gravitational radiation must also contain a wide
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spectrum of gravitational waves. The Figure 7.4.1. contains the result of the experiment simulation in stationery state of the pendulum movement. The simulation clearly shows the repulsive gravitational effect of the incandescent lamp. The excitation power of the lamp in the
simulation calculation

Pex = P0 sin 2


; ( P0 = 5 W ) .
2

(7.4.3)

The following figure shows the simulated dynamic gravitational force as a function of time in
micro-Newton unit
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Figure 7.4.2.: The dynamic gravity force in micro-Newton/kg unit.
The figures given show that the gravitational component of the electromagnetic radiation exerts a repulsive force on the pendulum.

7.5. Summary
In the electro-gravity experiment carried out in Hungary, we investigated the gravitational effect of a 5-watt incandescent lamp on an EM shielded, coupled double math pendulum.
The sharp resonance curve of the double pendulum significantly reduces the effects of external
sources of mechanical and gravitational disturbances. The pendulum is electrically grounded,
the soft-iron cover allows only the gravitational component of incandescent lamp light to pass
onto the pendulum.
In the experiment, the flashing frequency of the incandescent lamp was adjusted to the
maximum amplitude of the pendulum by synchronizing the oscillation, and the amplitude of
the pendulum increased approximately threefold compared to the basic level. In the computer
simulation of the experiment, the modulation of the radiation power of the lamp was square
sinusoidal, the result of the simulation shows that the power of gravitational radiation is Q =
2 / 9 times the power of the total electromagnetic radiation, i.e. 22 %. This experimental result
can be verified also by the theory of dynamic gravity. The experiment also clearly demonstrated that the gravitational component of electromagnetic radiation (by simple: gravitomagnetic radiation) exerts a repulsive force on the pendulum.
It is important to note here that the electro-gravity experiment presented here has nothing
to do with the principle of operation of a light pressure-based "radiometer" instrument used
to measure the power of electromagnetic radiation [19].
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The concept of gravitomagnetic radiation studied in the experiment does not currently
exist in modern physics. Further investigation of the phenomenon may lead to important results in physics, so further investigation of the phenomenon in well-equipped, professionalgrade laboratories is desirable. At the same time, the simplicity of the experiment makes it
suitable to teach gravitomagnetic radiation by living demonstration of the experiment, even
in secondary school.
It is a thought-provoking fact that the recognized gravitomagnetic radiation, which naturally realizes energy transfer between the incandescent lamp and the sensitive double math
pendulum, penetrates the wall of the soft iron box without hindrance, similar to Newtonian
static gravity. While the discrete gamma radiation spectrum of the nucleus is relatively easily
shielded, as it is known, the neutrino radiation can easily pass through even Earth-sized matter. The spectrum of gravitomagnetic radiation can be similarly continuous, as evidenced by
the theory of neutrino radiation (“beta decay”). Is it possible that neutrino radiation and gravitomagnetic radiation are one and the same? Deciding this is the task of the future. It is expected, therefore, that the gravitomagnetic experiment presented here will be repeated in a
short time at many physical research sites.
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ANNEX
ANNEX A: The gravitational self-energy
Gravitational bonding energy between two point-like masses at a distance r

Ec  U S = −G

mM
,
r

(A.1)

is called gravitational potential energy in mechanics. The condition of gravitational bonding
is the partial lack of mass, which exists for both masses m and M. This means that the interacting masses can also interact with themselves, gravity reduces the resting energy of the masses.
The rate of gravity loss of masses is given by the gravitational self-energy. The gravitational
mass deficit of the mass M is expressed by
M

M = M 0 + ES = M 0 − G 
0

m( r )
dm.
r

(A.2)

Consider the mass M to be a homogeneous sphere with a uniform material density, then the
gravitational self-energy of the sphere can be easily calculated with the given integral, the final
result

ES = − G

M2
3 M2
=− G
.
R
5 R

(A.3)

The essence of the formula is that the gravitational self-energy of any mass is proportional to
the square of the mass. The alpha dimensionless shape factor depends on the shape and density distribution of the mass, but knowing this is a clearly defined value. The missing part of
the resting energy usually leaves the mass in form of thermal energy (this is dissipation).
If the mass M is ground to a powder and the dust particles are removed very far apart,
just as much energy must be invested in the removal as the energy dissipated by the mass, i.e.
the negative of its own energy. In the case of gravity, we can speak of a negative energy store,
this is the gravitational self-energy of bodies. By convention, the negative gravitational energy
stored by the mass

1
ES ( M ) = −  M 2 ,
2

(A.4)

where the beta factor fused contains the gravitational constant and the geometric mass density
distribution of the mass M.
During gravity bonding, the energy radiated by the bodies leads to a lack of mass (lack of
energy) of the bodies. It is important to know that during bonding only half of the energy is
radiated, half of the self-energy is partially retained in the body, which increases the internal
kinetic energy of the body. This is the gravitational “viral” theorem, its details
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virial_theorem
The increase in the internal kinetic energy of the body is equal to the dissipation energy released during gravity bonding
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Erad ( M ) = Ekin ( M ) =

1
 M 2.
4

(A.5)

ANNEX B: The Dirac matrices
Here are the usual forms of the Dirac matrices
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The Dirac matrices are antisymmetric matrices. From the above definition, it follows

    = 4 I,

(B.5)

where I is the unit matrix
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(B.6)

Introducing the α matrices

1
1
 =   ,   =   ,
2
2

(B.7)

1
   =     = I.
4

(B.8)

we get
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ANNEX C: The “onion” model of the neutron
The linearized mass model of the neutron. Determination of the radial mass distribution
of the neutron “onion” model. The mass of the neutron is proportional to the area of the mass
distribution of the neutron
(C.1)
M N = M Z + M SM
where MN is the neutron mass, MZ is the zero-point mass, and MSM is the “self-momentum
mass” of the neutron. Neutron is one of the mass oscillators (MO).
The recursive algorithm for determination of the Normalized Quantized Mass Oscillator
(NQMO) levels (CHAPTER IV.)

(1 −  n+1 )

2

= (Q −  n ) 2 +  2 , ( n = 0, 1, 2, ...) ;

 0 = Q = 2 / 9,  2 = 1 − Q 2 .

(C.2)

We get from the mass oscillator equations

2n+1 − n2 = 2(n+1 − Qn ); ( n = 0, 1, 2,...) .

(C.3)

Adding the equations for all values of n


 (
n =0



2
n +1

−  n2 ) = 2 (  n +1 − Q n ).

(C.4)

n =0

Introducing the following notations








n =0

n =0

n =0

n =0

U =   2n +1 , V =   n2 , X =   n +1 , Y =   n ,

(C.5)

the equation (C.4) can be given in a clear form

U − V = 2 ( X − QY ) .

(C.6)

From the definitions of (C.5) it follows

V − U =  02  Q 2 , Y − X =  0  Q.

(C.7)

For the unknown X and Y variables are fulfilled two equations

Y − X = Q, 2(QY − X ) = Q 2 .

(C.8)

The solutions of the two unknown variables




n =0

n =1

X =  n+1 =  n =


1 Q2
; Y =  n = Q + X .
2 1− Q
n =0

The self-momentum mass of the neutron
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M SM = M N  (  n −  n +1 ) =
n =1

 Q2
1
Q3 
MN 
−
=
2
 1− Q 1− Q 

(C.10)

1
= M N Q 2 = M N  0.024691 = 23.199 MeV / c 2 .
2
The zero-point mass of the neutron

M Z = M N 1 − Q 2 = M N  0.974996.

(C.11)

The sum of the two neutron part masses, what is linearized form of the neutron mass

1 

M N  1 − Q 2 + Q 2  = M N  0.999687  M N .
2 


(C.12)

The average oscillator energy of the neutron mass oscillator (Q = 2 / 9)

M
1
Q2
ˆ
EOSC =  n = X = M N
= −1 0 ,
2
1 − Q Q −1
n =1

(C.13)

where M0 is the basic mass of the neutron mass oscillator. From these equation

1
M 0 = QM N = 0.112071... Da = 104.394... MeV / c 2 ,
2

(C.14)

which approximately corresponds to the muon particle mass (CHAPTER I.)

M 0  m = 105.66 MeV / c2 .

(C.15)

Q −1 = exp( M 0 / kTST )  exp( OSC / kTST ).

(C.16)

The inverse value of Q

The self-temperature of the neutron

TST = M 0 / k ln Q −1 = 8.054... E + 11 K .
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